MIRACLE DELIVERANCE
Great Magical Deception
All the world's a stage, and all the men and women merely players: they have their exits and their entrances;
and one man in his time plays many parts, his acts being seven ages.
William Shakespeare
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Richard Kindersley's The Seven Ages Of Man in London.
Believe not Every Spirit
There is much information about the reality of the New Age Movement and its world-wide
networking system. This is why the church needs the Gifts of the Holy Spirit and particularly the

Gift of Discerning of Spirits.
“Beloved, believe not every spirit, but try (TEST) the spirits whether they are of God: because
many false prophets are gone out into the world. 2 Hereby know ye the Spirit of God: Every
spirit that confesseth that Jesus Christ is come in the flesh is of God: 3 And every spirit that
confesseth not that Jesus Christ is come in the flesh is not of God: and this is that spirit of
antichrist, whereof ye have heard that it should come; and even now already is it in the world.”(I
Jn. 4:1-3).
JESUS IS THE TRUE CHRIST
The Bible says that Christ existed from all eternity with God. (Tit. chapters, 1:3, 2:10, and 3:4,)
God is identified as the Savior (Tit. 1:4, 2:13, and 3:6); Jesus Christ is identified as God. (Isaiah
43:11), the Lord says there is no Savior besides Him, (Acts 4:8-12), Luke records’ Peter’s
affirmation there is only one Savior and that is Jesus Christ of Nazareth. There is either great
contradiction in Scripture, or Jesus Christ is God!
Jesus Christ is depicted by the New Age followers of the (Hierarchy paranormal demonic
structure) as being one of the ascended masters, or "Christ’s". However, they give to Buddha
with this title as well, and place him in a superior position. (The Hierarchy considers "Christhood" a position that can be attained; reference to "Christ" therefore is not always to the person
of Jesus); Christ came to show us the love of God, but Buddha came to bring us enlightenment;
suggesting that the Bible has been misinterpreted and its true meaning lost through the centuries;
but they claim this has never happened to the "sacred" scriptures of the East.
John the Baptist said, “. . . He who comes after me has a higher rank than I, for He existed
before me.” Notice, “He existed before me,” ‟He is the one way!” (Jer. 32:39; Acts 4:12). “He is
the way of life,” (Col. 3:4). “He is the way of peace,” (Eph. 2:14). “It pleased God to reveal His
Son to me,” was Paul’s account of his conversion. ‟I am the way and the truth and the life. No
one comes to the Father except through me,” (Jn. 14:6).
Peter witnessed every miracle, including the transfiguration, and yet his faith was not the result
of these, but sprang from a revelation from God. In response to his confession, “Thou art the
Christ, the Son of the living God,” the Lord declared, “Flesh and blood hath not revealed it unto
thee, but my Father who is in heaven,” (Matt. 16: 16,17).
This special grace was not only accorded to the apostles but also “To them that have obtained
like precious faith with us,” (II Pet. 1:1); Peter’s address to the faithful generally as “born again
by the Word of God,” (I Pet 1:12).
Peter boldly proclaimed that ‟salvation is found in no one else, for there is no other name under
heaven given to men by which we must be saved,” (Acts 4:12). Jesus’ exclusivity caused him to
warn: ‟Watch out that no one deceives you. For man will come in my name, claiming, ‛I am the
Christ,’ and will deceive many,” (Matt. 24: 4-5; cf., vv. 23-25). It is apparent that Jesus was not
‟one of many” enlightened masters; JESUS is the ‟Light of the world” (Jn. 8:12).
New Agers typically twist Jesus into a mere human being who sought godhood (or Christhood),
Christians worship Jesus as the eternal God (Jn. 1:1) who became human (Jn. 1:14), and then

atoned for our sins at the cross, rose from the grave, ascended back to heaven, far above all other
beings, and coming again. He is uniquely and eternally God.
"Will ye also go away?" – (Jn. 6:67) 2
Many have forsaken Christ in this New Age and no longer walk with Him; but what motivation
did YOU to make a transformation: was there reason for it in the past? Did you doubt Jesus as
all-sufficient? Did you change the old and tried for new and false? As for the present, can that
compel you to leave Christ? As for the future, can you suggest anything which can arise that
shall render it necessary for you to mutiny, or desert the old flag to serve under another captain?
We think not. If life is long--He changes not; if we are poor, better to have Christ who can make
us rich? When we are sick, what more do we want than Jesus to make our bed in our sickness?
When we die, is it written that "neither death, nor life, nor things present, nor things to come,
shall be able to separate us from the love of God, which is in Christ Jesus our Lord!" We say
with Peter, "Lord, to whom shall we go?"
NEW AGE CHRIST BABY CLONED
When you think of the antichrist, I’m sure that like most people, you think of the evil end time
ruler that is to come. However, John says there are many antichrists. How can that be? AntiChrist doesn’t mean opposite of Christ, it means in place of Christ. Any person who puts himself
in place of Christ in your life is operating in the spirit of antichrist. And as John said there are
many of them already in the world!
“Little children, it is the last time: and as ye have heard that antichrist shall come, even now are
there many antichrists; whereby we know that it is the last time,” (I Jn. 2:18).
A REAL MAN OR A HUMAN CLONE
The definitive question is who is the man of sin? Is he a real man or could he be a clone? Could
this man be a creation by the Devil working with magic or religious words by Frankenstein
emulating zany scientists that will create a clone? This thing could be possessed by the spirit
called Abaddon and Apollyon (both same demon ~ mean "destroyer), that will bring life to their
golem?" Will the fallen angel from hell give life to a man created from clay that will simulate the
life of Jesus Christ to seemingly fulfill the Scriptures of the coming of the Messiah to deceive the
Jews and people of the world?
Remember, in Revelation 13:11, the 1st Beast, receive a strike that will kill him but whose
deadly wound was healed, rules over the entire world, both clergy and laity. So, the 1st Beast
will play the role of a fake resurrection that will convince the people of the world that he is the
Christ God...Clones can be replaced.
ST. JOHNS DIVINE COLUMN BABY – ANTICHRIST BEING MANUFACTURED
Zbigniew Kazimierz Brzezinski
Brzezinski is a Polish American political scientist, geostrategist, and statesman who served as
United States National Security Advisor to President Jimmy Carter from 1977 to 1981.
Brzezinski wrote a book entitled The Technotronic Era; it was commissioned by the Club of
Rome. The book is an open announcement of the manner and methods to be used to control the
United States in the future. It also gave notice of cloning and "robotoids," i.e. people who acted
like people and who seemed to be people, but who were not. Brzezinski, speaking for the

Committee of 300 said the United States was moving "into an era unlike any of its predecessors;
we were moving toward a technetronic era that could easily become a dictatorship."3
"This will encourage tendencies through the next several decades toward a TECHNOTRONIC
ERA, A DICTATORSHIP, [Globalist are talking about the Technotronic Era now] leaving even
less room for political procedures as we know them. Finally, looking ahead to the end of the
century, the possibility of BIOCHEMICAL MIND CONTROL AND GENETIC TINKERING
WITH MAN, INCLUDING BEINGS WHICH WILL FUNCTION LIKE MEN AND
REASON LIKE THEM AS WELL, COULD GIVE RISE TO SOME DIFFICULT
QUESTIONS." 4

CREATION OF A HUMAN CLONE

A baby is manifested through physical and supernatural processes by human hands. A
spiritual star gate is shown as the pathway to a New Age faith. People are shown entering
the star gate with lifted hands to worship the Antichrist.

String Theory

STRING THEORY
Strings are all around you. Your clothes are made of
strings woven into cloth. Spider webs are string. To
physicists, who study energy and matter, a string is
anything much longer than it is wide. The cables that
hold up suspension bridges are strings even though
they are six inches thick. Some people collect string
and wind it in a ball. No one knows why. A scientist
would even call your DNA a string, though it curls
up and those curls curl up and so on. Your DNA
stretched out like a string would be a few meters
long. To a mathematician a string has no width, only
length. Scientists are beginning to believe that
absolutely everything, from stars to cotton candy,
may be made of string, very tiny mathematician’s
string. This is string theory.
Wolfgang Ernst Pauli (25 April 1900 – 15 December
1958) was an Austrian-born Swiss theoretical
physicist and one of the pioneers of quantum physics.

Nucleic acids
Nucleic
acids are polymeric macromolecules, or
large biological molecules, essential for
all known forms of life. Nucleic acids,
which include DNA (deoxyribonucleic
acid) and RNA (ribonucleic acid), are
made
from monomers known
as nucleotides.
Polymeric macromolecules,
or
large biological molecules, essential for
all known forms of life. Nucleic acids,
which include DNA (deoxyribonucleic
acid) and RNA (ribonucleic acid), are
made
from monomers known
as nucleotides.
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String theory is very weird, more than you can
imagine. It involves higher dimensions and other
universes. Vibrating strings make up everything. 5
Nucleic acids are polymeric macromolecules, or
large biological molecules, essential for all known
forms
of life.
Nucleic
acids,
which
include DNA (deoxyribonucleic
acid)
and RNA (ribonucleic
acid),
are
made
from monomers known
as nucleotides.
Each
nucleotide has three components: a 5-carbon sugar,
a phosphate group, and a nitrogenous base. If the
sugar is deoxyribose, the polymer is DNA. If the
sugar is ribose, the polymer is RNA.
Together with proteins, nucleic acids are the most
important biological macromolecules; each are found
in abundance in all living things, where they function
in encoding, transmitting and expressing genetic

information—in other words, information is conveyed through thenucleic acid sequence, or the
order of nucleotides within a DNA or RNA molecule. Strings of nucleotides strung together in a
specific sequence are the mechanism for storing and transmitting hereditary, or genetic,
information via protein synthesis.
FEMALE EGG AND MALE SPERM
Nucleic acids were discovered by Friedrich Miescher in 1869.[3] Experimental studies of nucleic
acids constitute a major part of modern
FEMALE EGG AND MALE SPERM
biological and medical research, and form a
foundation for genome and forensic science, as
well as the biotechnology and pharmaceutical
industries.[4][5][6] 6
ARTIFICAL INSEMINATION
A Birth of a cloned baby shown above is born
depicting the womb as a Lillie flower that
consist of elements of star particles and female
eggs mixing together.. 7 The Lillie is being
opened and manipulated by human hands. The
female eggs and the star elements are being
also manipulated by the fingers of the hands.

HUMAN CELL

HUMAN MAST CELLS

A Baby’s face and his head is fully visible. His
eyes are closed and his nose looks like a
Asiatic . His head has markings but I do not
know what the design mean. Actually his face
is only partially shown giving the appearance
of an alien shaped face from space.
SATAN ALWAYS WORKS BACKWARD
Turn the sheep upside down, IT LOOKS LIKE
A WOMAN’S VAGINIA! The opening to the
vagina is shown in the opposite position away
from the Lillie. Other words, the flower was the
chamber that carried the seed while it
developed having been replicated from basic
rna/dna cellular duplication. A woman’s womb
was not needed.
Its legs are bound with rope. The binding of the
legs, I believe is man working with the powers
of Satan to show that a life can be formed apart
without sex with a woman and that life can be
formed from the hands of a man. Remember,
Satan hates the women because she fulfilled
prophecy in Genesis 3:15 that show woman’s
seed, the heel of her Son, Jesus Christ would

crush the serpent’s head and his power over eternal death concerning the fallen state of
humankind.
Who is the False Religious Leader?
The False Prophet is a man possessed by the second Beast (a supernatural ruler spirit) shown
coming out of the earth and had two horns like a lamb“? (The UN) also called a lamb with two
horns. Horns in the Bible symbolizes Kingdoms; therefore the false prophet will hold
supernatural, spiritual power over the secular government and the new Babylonian Church. The
ensnared lamb with hoof feet (Christian Church) is captured and his legs are bound ready for
slaughter in the midst the chaos and great destruction.
Who is being born?
Could it be the Anti-Christ; the man of lawlessness; the son of perdition who is said by the Book
of Revelation to be possessed by the beast (the spiritual principality) “coming up out of the sea?
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This is the first time we have seen him,” says Wiil-I-AM!”

“He’s a big boy, he’s quite heavey and we’re still working on a name. …
WE’VE JUST SEEN HIM FOR THE FIRST TIME!...” 12/27/13… says Prince Will I am
WHAT IS KATE’S BELLY BUMP SHOWING IF THIS BABY WAS JUST BORN?
The world has gotten its much-anticipated first glimpse of Prince William and Kate
Middleton's new royal baby boy. In line with royal tradition, the Duke and Duchess of
Cambridge stepped out of the doors of St. Mary's Hospital's Lindo Wing in London
today to pose for photographs amid the wild cheers of the crowd gathered outside.
A radiant Kate held the newborn in her arms. The day-old baby was swaddled in a white blanket
and poked his hand out, as if to greet the world.
Kate wore a baby-blue polka dot dress with her long brown hair flowing around her shoulders.
The new mom then handed the 8-pound, 6-ounce baby boy to his beaming father.
"He's got a good pair of lungs. That's for sure," William told the crowd. "He's a big boy. He's
quite heavy. We're still working on a name, so we'll have that as soon as we can."
"It's the first time we've seen him, really, so we're having a proper chance to catch up," a smiling
William said.
"It's very emotional," Kate said. "It's such a special time. I think any parent will know what this
feeling feels like."
"He's got her looks, thankfully," William joked.
Kate quickly laughed and responded, "No, no, no."
George Birth’s Certificate dated Prince George was born July 22 at 4:24 p.m. London time.
He weighed 8 pounds, 6 ounces, according to an official announcement from Kensington Palace
four hours after the birth.
He was called “the sacred child” on one of the youtube reports.
BIRTH ANNOUNCMENT DATE 12 27 2013; 12
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the world.
It’s official. Prince William and Kate Middleton have registered the birth of their son, His
Royal Highness Prince George Alexander Louis of Cambridge. “The Duke and Duchess of
Cambridge have formally registered the birth of Prince George,” Kensington Palace said
today. “The Duke of Cambridge signed the birth register at Kensington Palace this morning,

witnessed by a Registrar from Westminster Register Office. “William and Kate’s
occupations are listed on the document as Prince of the United Kingdom and Princess of
the United Kingdom, respectively. Prince George was born July 22 at 4:24 p.m. London
time. He weighed 8 pounds, 6 ounces, according to an official announcement from
Kensington Palace four hours after the birth.
PROPHECIES OF AMERICA MURALS OF THE ANTICHRIST
What Is the meaning of the Frescoes? What is the meaning of the birth of Prince George?
THE MYSTERY OF PRINCE GEORGE’S INTRODUCTION TO THE WORLD
He even gave the semblance of waving at the 87-year-old queen, his great-grandmother, when his father
moved his arm up and down. “He’s already,” William, 31, told the assembled party…July 22, 2013.

CENTER OF THE UN MURAL

THE UN CENTER PANEL
Eve receives the evil fruit from the Tree of Knowledge.
The sacred marriage of the prince in a temple ritual and they will become gods, (Prince Charles

and Princess Diana).The prince that is dressed in a grey suit; (Grey: Color of Balance; balances
positive & negative powers.). A white lizard is shown subliminally on left breast and a figure at
his neck that looks like a bird. The white phoenix bird forms from his tie covering his right chest.
His pant leg crease turns into a head of a snake. His left hand is close to the snake’s head and he
is making a phallic sign with that hand. He is bowing on one knee proposing to a blond hair
woman that is holding a bouquet of roses (roses are occult symbol that the marriage will be
based upon the knowledge of satanic evil); the rose is the flower of the goddess Venus but also
the blood of Adonis and of Christ. It is the symbol for secrecy. The rose garden is a symbol of
Paradise. It is the place of the mystic marriage. Her right has an extension that reaches to his
heart. The prince is kneeling on one knew, (occult meaning; getting on one knee and proposing
to your girlfriend and getting on both knees when praying to God. When you get on one knee to
propose you are showing her that you submit.
A young boy about 13 years old appears in a doorway behind the prince probably Prince Charles
standing on a red platform (red is Communist platform). He is standing in the wings upon a
raised platform ready to enter the world stage to play his role. He is probably Prince William.
A baby boy (Prince George) at the couple’s feet is sitting with his legs crossed making the
number 4 which stands for Hermes or Jupiter in alchemy. The number four deals with the
spiritual realm it represents the elemental powers of witchcraft nature, air, earth, water and fire;
plus there are spirits involved working the four corners of the earth.. It’s the powers of the occult
that are going to bring together the paranormal powers of the world in the last days. The baby
also has his hands crossing his heart which makes and X sign of, relating to, or dealing with
supernatural influences, agencies, or phenomena. 2. Beyond the realm of human comprehension;
inscrutable. 8 Occult Numerology " in Freemasonry is embedded the core or the secret heart of
the occult mysteries, wrapped up on number, metaphor and symbol." 9
"In Freemasonry is embedded the core or the secret heart of the occult mysteries, wrapped up on
number, metaphor and symbol."10
The baby boy is wearing green. Green: Good for beginnings and growth. Venus rules greenAbundance, fertility, success, general good luck, harmony, immortality, generosity, material
gain, renewal, marriage, balance and healing, Money, fertility, abundance, material gain, wealth,
healing, communication with nature spirits, anti-inflammatory. Venus rules green- red is for
lust/sex, harmony, financial gain, earnings increases, social functions, possessions, riches,
indulgence, pleasure... Green can also be used for inciting jealousy, greed, suspicion, resentment,
sickness, disease, and disharmony when applied to others and directed. Green rules the heart.
Kabbalistic Tree of Life Columns at St. John’s Cathedral – New York
Pillar with the Kabbalistic Tree of Life. The Book of Revelation is said to be encoded with
Kabbalistic numerology to reveal its esoteric meaning. The Tree of Life reveals a human hand at
left that seems to be manipulating life.
"Numbers are a key to the ancient views of cosmogony, spiritually as well as physically, to the
evolution of the present human race; all systems of religious mysticism are based upon
numerals.”11

A snake’s head appears next to a human hand that may signify the connection of the paranormal
and the physical manipulation of life. Then the snake’s body wraps around the column and
isolates a man figure that is a painter or Architect. Below the man is a wrap-around band of all
seeing eyes that separates him from the next section. At the bottom a chain is wrapped around
the column that opens a new pane.
At the left, a nude woman is walking away from two men into a sexual group. Two naked men
are joining hands together while a woman is behind them with an object that she is holding next
to the man’s rear-end. Her leg is crossed. There are two alien looking beings next to her. At the
bottom of this column the chain is broken, probably signifying they have broken the sanctity of
the marriage bed.

The Tree of Life, or Etz haChayim ( )םייחה ץעin Hebrew, is a classic descriptive term for the
central mystical symbol used in the Kabbalah of esoteric Judaism, also known as the 10 Sephirot.
Its diagrammatic representation, arranged in 3 columns/pillars, derives from Christian and
esoteric sources and is not known to the earlier Jewish tradition.[citation needed] The tree, visually or
conceptually, represents as a series of divine emanations God's creation itself ex nihilo, the
nature of revealed divinity, the human soul, and the spiritual path of ascent by man. In this way,
Kabbalists developed the symbol into a full model of reality, using the tree to depict a map of
Creation.
The symbolic configuration of 10 spiritual principles (11 can be shown, of which - Keter and
Da'at are interchangeable),
Jewish Kabbalah usually refers to the symbol as the 10 Sephirot, while non-Jewish Christian
Cabala and Hermetic Qabalah generally terms it universally as the Cabalistic/Qabalistic Tree of

Life. This metaphor derives from Judaic Kabbalah, though is understood less universally. In the
Jewish Kabbalist view, both of the two trees in the Biblical Garden of Eden, the Tree of
knowledge of good and evil and the Tree of Life were alternative perspectives of the Sephirot:
the full array of 10 as seen respectively from the last Sephirah Malkuth, and the middle Sephirah
12
Tiferet.[1]
"A confirmed ecumenicist, over the years he gave substantial sums
to Protestant and Baptist institutions, ranging from the Interchurch World Movement, the

The tree of life and a pyramid with the all seeing-eye… very interesting.

A Resurrected Christ-like figure standing over this scene reveals the right foot being wounded by a
beer can opener signifying to them His cross and His blood is a lie. They do not believe in the Christ
of the Bible that is shown in John Chapter One.

Federal Council of Churches, the Union Theological Seminary, the Cathedral of St. John the
Divine, New York's Riverside Church and the World Council of Churches." 13
The tree of life and a pyramid with the all seeing-eye

FOR UNTO THEM A CLONED BABY IS BORN

The scene depicting a birth from the Lillie flower, surrounded by mummies and above a lamb
(the True Christian Church) with its legs tied.

royal-baby-boy_2626317b: Prince George of Cambridge (George Alexander Louis; born 22 July
2013) is the son of Prince William, Duke of Cambridge, and Catherine, is the first child of Kate
Middleton Duchess of Cambridge,

Look at Prince George of Cambridge and then look at the baby on the column above …
what do you see?

Who is being born? Is the Anti-Christ, the man of lawlessness, the son of perdition who is said
by the Book of Revelation to be possessed by THE BEAST SPIRIT (the spiritual principality)
“coming up out of the sea? Who is the false religious leader? THE FIRST BEAST IS THE
ANTICHRIST SPIRIT POSSESSES THE MAN OF LAWLESSNESS. The False Prophet is a
man possessed by the second Beast (a supernatural ruler spirit) shown coming out of the earth
and had two horns like a lamb“? (The UN) also called a lamb with two horns; horns in the Bible
symbolize Kingdoms. Therefore the false prophet will hold supernatural, spiritual power over the
secular government and the New Babylonian Church.
The ensnared lamb is captured and his legs are bound ready for slaughter in the midst the chaos
and great destruction.
NEW AGE CHRIST BORN
A Birth of a special baby is born depicting the womb as a Lillie. 14 The Lillie is being opened
and manipulated by Human Hands that also consist of elements stars and human genes and DNA
from an Eastern mummy. The life force depends on a mummy figure which is shown on the left
of the Lilly; at the right is a mummy that appears to be Buddha whose tongue is hanging out of
his mouth (symbolic of devil worship). HINDUISM: KALI Kali is an ancient Hindu deity
depicted with a blood-dripping tongue sticking out. In the majority of temples, the blood of
sacrificed animals is run through her tongue. Kali is essentially thirsty for blood. The meaning of
the hanging tongue associates her to many more representations of “dark” goddesses, among
who are the Greek Gorgons and Medusa in particular, with a very ancient iconographic origin.
Kali’s tongue is central in her iconography so that the most ancient mentioning of her in the
Vedas refers to her as one of the tongues of Agni, God of Fire. 15
Baby Cloned by Human Hands
Therefore, the baby was being produced by human hands through perhaps the cloning of an
Egyptian Mummy and another Mummy, Gautama Buddha, also known as Siddhārtha
Gautama,[note 1] Shakyamuni,[note 2] or simply the Buddha, was a sage[4] on whose
teachings Buddhism was founded.[5] Born in the Shakya republic in the Himalayan foothills, he
is believed to have lived and taught mostly in eastern India sometime between the sixth and
fourth centuries BCE.[6] [Note 3]. 16 Is the baby a hybred produced by cloning?
The word Buddha means "awakened one" or "the enlightened one." "Buddha" is also used as a
title for the first awakened being in an era. In most Buddhist traditions, Siddhartha Gautama is
regarded as the Supreme Buddha (Pali sammāsambuddha, Sanskrit samyaksaṃbuddha) of our
age.[note 4]. 17
The Lily
In Hindu philosophy by the lily, with thirteen leaves, is occultly meant the twelve avatars, or
incarnations, of divine messengers, six of whom are Cabiri, ministers of karmic justice for the
chastisement of nations; and six of them are Messiahs; their emblem is a lily, whose color is
white, as seen in ancient paintings of The Annunciation, in which the Angel Gabriel holds a lily
in his hand. The thirteenth is their great chief and lord, by whom they have been trained and
commissioned and sent forth on the great work of spiritual enlightenment of the nations. In
Eastern philosophy he is known as the "Great Sacrifice," the "Silent Watcher," who will not
vacate his post until the last scion of humanity, agonizing and struggling with its weakness and

infirmities to overcome self and accomplish its destiny, finds its way to him at last. We have also
here hints of the state of mankind in its primary stages, when the cry of the Atzerim, the terrible
or terrorizing ones, resounded on the earth, and which lasted until the fathers, or divine teachers,
came and led humanity on to the upward track of light and civilization. Then the world became
steadied or established, and students of the divine law of the universe and of the divine
government of humanity became numerous, their voices and teachings going out unto the ends of
the world; and then, as it is written: "Great was the company of the preachers" of truth and
righteousness. 18
Who is the Lamb below the Lilly baby?
I believe the enslaved lamb is the visible false Christian church that has been deceived by the
Antichrist’s world government and world’s mystery of Babylon religions. This panel depicts the
elite’s view that they will defeat the Church of Jesus Christ. They believe their power is greater
than Jesus Christ and they have captured and tied and enslaved what they perceive as His people.
They built the counterfeit church St. John’s Divine to shape the New World Religion which will
be ruled by the Babylonian demonic forces.
A MAN PRODUCES A CLONED BABY
Satan does everything backward! A baby is being born through artificial insemination from the
stomach opening of a man! The woman’s egg is shown connecting her hand to the sperm of a
man. Satan does everything backwards. Therefore, IS he divining ways to artificially inseminate
men that will produce a baby which will be his son OF PERDITION?

A man is artificially inseminated with the egg of a woman and the sperm of a man.
The Baby is removed sectional birth method from the stomach of a man. A woman is passively
shown with her back to the man and her hand is raised touching a female egg connected to the
sperm. Remember that Satan does everything backward. A sperm coated egg with face of a being
is being pulled out his stomach with man’s own hand. Remember, Satan cannot create life; he
has to use the egg of the woman and the sperm of a man. Satan believes that he has won the war.

He has defeated the woman; the world no longer needs the woman for procreation.
Cloning of the Royals
The author of another Grail book, "Bloodline of the Holy Grail," is Laurence Gardner. 19 The
foreword is written by Prince Michael Stewart who claims to be a member of the Stuart family,
albeit with a different spelling. In this best-seller, Gardner contends that the House of Stuart
should be on the throne rather than the reigning Windsor’s. Compounding the intrigue is the
"coincidental" release of a new expose of the British royal family, titled "The Royals," which
contains suggestions that Queen Elizabeth II was conceived by artificial insemination and that
the Queen Mum is illegitimate. A recent Washington Post review of this already popular book by
Kitty Kelley stated:20
"Among the more startling claims is that both Queen Elizabeth and her sister, Princess Margaret,
were conceived via 'manual fertilization' after their sickly father, George VI, failed to impregnate
their mother, now the Queen Mum, in the more usual fashion. ... Though the sisters were born in
1926 and 1930, respectively, decades before artificial insemination became a widely used
medical procedure; several prominent U.S. medical specialists contacted by The Post say the
story's not implausible. 'It might have been quite possible,' says J. Benjamin Younger MD,
executive director of the American Society for Reproductive Medicine. 'But is it true?'" 21
Although this sensational revelation is most likely not true, such may be the requisite propaganda
which will dethrone the already disgraced House of Windsor. Dare we call it conspiracy?
Another recent development in the unfolding drama is a report (which will accompany this post)
that Israel is pursuing membership in the British Commonwealth. It is not unreasonable to ask
what human agency may be orchestrating the rise and fall of the kingdoms of this world and
leading Israel to become a cup of trembling and a burdensome stone for all people. (Zech. 12:2,
3) 22
Lady Colin Campbell, who is connected to the royal family through mutual ancestors and
marriage, is the author of the New York Times bestseller Diana in Private—which was the first
book to reveal the truth behind the "fairytale" marriage of the Prince and Princess of Wales—as
well as The Royal Marriages: What Really Goes on in the Private World of the Queen and Her
Family, and The Real Diana. 23
She starts off the book with the outrageous claim that the Queen Mother (Elizabeth Bowes-Lyon
as she was then) was conceived in a sort of Edwardian surrogate mother situation. The Queen
Mum’s mother supposedly had a bit of a nervous breakdown after the death of her oldest child,
and it was suggested that she not attempt to have any more children. According to Lady Colin,
the couple desperately wanted to add to their already enormous brood, so the future Earl of
Strathmore and Kinghorne conceived not one but two children with the family cook. The author
bases her evidence on the fact that the Duke and Duchess of Windsor used to call the Queen
Mum ‘Cookie’ as a rather vicious nickname and the fact that there is some discrepancy about
where the Queen was actually born. She also claims that the Earl, on his deathbed, confessed to
his physician that the true story of the Queen’s origins as well as that of her baby brother
David. Oh, and Elizabeth and David were referred to as the ‘Benjamin’s’ in the family, a
reference to the biblical story of Jacob and Rachel (Rachel had offered her handmaiden to Jacob
as a surrogate mother since she was unable to conceive).24

Her second outrageous claim is that Princess Elizabeth (Elizabeth II) and Princess Margaret were
conceived by artificial insemination because the Duchess of York as she was then, hated sex and
had avoided it ever since her honeymoon. In her defense, she’s not the first author to come up
with this theory. Kitty Kelly wrote in her book The Royals that Bertie was sterile due to the
mumps, which is why the royal couple had to resort to artificial insemination to have a child.
Campbell also claims that Queen Maud of Norway conceived her son with King Haakon VII the
same way. Lady Colin also writes that denied the martial bed, Bertie went back to his previous
girlfriend, an actress named Evelyn ‘Boo’ Laye for comfort. 25
Prince Will-I-Am God-line
We are talking about people who believe that they have the god line flowing within their veins.
There is much information on the internet concerning Prince William being cloned. The internet
is filled with an obviously made up of poor research such as the Prince being cloned from the
Shroud of Turin. The relic purely is an invention of the Roman Catholic Church and I would not
spend time watching this nonsense. The “researchers” try to make a case that Prince Will-I-am is
cloned and from the Shroud has Jesus’ the blood flowing in him. I think this is a ridiculous
analogue because Satan hates Jesus and his plans do not include anything to do with the real
Jesus.
And now, for the fourth time since 2000, the shroud is on public display until June 24 in Turin’s
cathedral, and Pope Francis will venerate the shroud during his June 21-22 visit to the city. But
even with a papal visit on the horizon, some still doubt the shroud’s veracity. Joe Nickell, for
instance, who describes himself as the world’s only full-time paranormal investigator, says it’s a
hoax from the Middle Ages cooked up either to sell relics or to impress infidels.
“What I or anyone else believes about the Shroud of Turin is beside the point,” Nickell told Crux
via e-mail. “At issue should be the evidence, and on that basis science has shown the Shroud of
Turin to be — like so many alleged relics — a medieval fake.” 26
However, the Prince could be a fulfilled prophecy the occultist’s dream of the return of
artificially reincarnating King Author. Who was a legendary British leader of the late 5th and
early 6th centuries, according to medieval histories and romances, led the defense of Britain
against Saxon invaders in the early 6th century? The Brits claim to have turned up a grave of
King Author. 27

» The Legend of the Once and Future King
"The account of Arthur as a Future King who will
return again leading his people to victory at a time
of their greatest peril is thought to have its origins in
the 5th-6th century defeat of the Celts by the AngloSaxon invaders of Britain. It is certain that by
Malory's time, this same legend of a future return
attained an even more subtle connection
emblazoned in the Celtic heart and soul when he
wrote “King Arthur is not dead, but he shall come
again. I will not say it shall be so, but rather I will
say there is written upon his tomb this verse: Hic
Jacet Arthurus Rex Quondam Rexque Futurus or
Here lies King Arthur, the Once and Future King.
Add to this the account of Arthur's grave having
been found at Glastonbury in 1191 and the myth
begins to fade leaving traces of a real King from
legend whose time might come again, when he is
needed most. Given the state of the world today, we
are close. 28
Prince William Birth Induced
The Windsor’s got what they wanted when Prince William was conceived. Diana was told that
the birth had to be induced to fit in with Charles’ polo playing programme and the blondhaired, blue-eyed William was born on June 21st 1982, the summer solstice. Now first of all,
what kind of father and husband insists that his wife and son be given needless drugs to suit his
polo diary? And secondly, does anyone believe that was really the reason? The Windsor’s are
obsessed with astrology and the esoteric arts to such an extent that the psychic-astrologer mother
of an Irish friend of mine could predict with uncanny accuracy the colours the Queen and Queen
Mother would be wearing every day. She was correct again and again because she knew the
colours connected to each day according to esoteric law. A family so steeped in Satanism, the
esoteric mysteries, and the Sun cult, induce the heir to ensure he is born on the summer solstice,
when the Sun is at the peak of its power, and that’s just a coincidence? No way. He was
christened William (after the Black Nobility William the Conqueror) Arthur (after the Sun God
symbol, King Arthur). 29
Philip (after the Duke of Edinburgh) Louis (after Louis Mountbatten). William’s first serious
girlfriend, according to the British press, was Emma Parker-Bowles, the niece of his father’s
lover, Camilla. Prince Harry was born in September 1984 and Diana’s usefulness to the
Windsors was over. “ 30
This was the symbol of King Louis XIV, who was known as the ‘Sun King’. At his palace at
Versailles in the 17th century he decorated rooms in honor of Apollo, the Sun god, and Diana,
the goddess of the Moon. There was also a statue of the goddess Diana at Versailles. In the
Centre of the Vendome Square is an immense pillar with a statue of Napoleon on the top and it
mirrors the famous Nelson’s Column in Trafalgar Square, London. 31

Additionally, to create the rebirth of King Arthur in young Prince William Arthur Philip Louis
Windsor (born Summer Solstice 1982) would require some extremely powerful magickal energy
indeed; which could only be raised by the ritual murder of a “Divine King” or a “Royal
substitute.” It is entirely possible that Diana was sacrificed in substitute for Charles’ ritual
murder. Also telling in this regard is that for the vicarious sacrifice to be effective, it would have
to be done near but before the Harvest feast. August 31, the day of Diana’s accident does qualify.
The missing piece of this odd puzzle is that the Garter has been a symbol of a Witch Queen. To
this day, The Order of the Garter remains one of the most elite societies and appears to be at
pinnacle of English-speaking Freemasonry, if not all Masonry. The Garter itself appears on the
coat of arms of both the Queen and Prince Charles. This is why the strange Masonic overtones to
Diana’s death are so significant. 32
https://www.youtube.com/watch?t=61&v=AkVnTN-pKQU
(The above video shows iron-clad proof that the Royals want us all to believe that they are
not descended from Cain's kin, but in their great lie to the world, they like to "prove" their
lineage is the same Holy Lineage from which Jesus Christ was born into, which is the same
lineage that Israel's future and accepted Messiah figure must also herald from. Notice, the
genealogy depicts King Arthur and King David, as well as King David's son, Solomon
(builder of the Jewish Temple) in the Windsor Family Tree.) 33
The author has found references that Prince William was cloned these references come from
deeply involved occultists.
The Bloodline of the Holy Grail
Then came the pivotal year of 1982, and the book Holy Blood Holy Grail by authors Henry
Lincoln, Beigent, and Leigh. It put forth the LIE that Satan's 'Merovingian lineage' *is* the
Messianic Lineage of Israel via France. Thus, the 'Grail Code' was born. While the book had its
critics, the vast majority of its global readers was for the most part, intrigued, despite the entire
premise being built on a series of lies that hides within them the greatest deception perpetuated
against mankind, since Eden. A decade later, after Holy Blood Holy Grail already sold and
tainted millions of readers worldwide, came the Royal Genealogist Laurence Gardner, whose
own series of books not only backed-up the entire Messianic Grail lie, but pushed it even further
to espouse that the Merovingian Lineage came to Scotland, along with the Templar's, to become
the Scottish Royal House of Stuart, the "rightful heirs to the Throne of England." This would
have spelled a kind of treason against the Throne, had not the growth of Scottish Rite
Freemasonry [blue] been deeply involved in it all. The rulers of Britain, however, German as
they were, (aligned with London's Grand Lodge [Red]) have created for themselves a Royal
Pedigree all their own - traced all the way back to Abraham, Isaac, and Jacob, the grand
patriarchs of ancient (and modern) Israel. Add to this the fact that the aforementioned Stuart
lineage (aligned with Scottish Rite Freemasonry for centuries), has produced its most infamous
Queen-to-be, in the late Diana Spencer, and you might begin to see the larger picture here with
all this. While there is discrepancy as to whether or not the Windsor claims to the Throne of
England are legitimate (being descendants of the Germanic House of Saxe-Coburg-Gotha), most
scholars agree that the Stuart lineage are not only the rightful heirs to the Throne of England (and
Scotland), yet also to the Throne of David, and Israel itself. 34

Merovingian Bloodline
In light of this, it was therefore of paramount importance that the Windsor's, and their secret
handlers, seek out a 'Virgin of the Merovingian Bloodline' to marry into, in effect, to finally
legitimize their long-held dominance and supposed authority claimed of them being descendants
of Crusader Godfrey de Bouillon, who himself was given the honor of the Kingdom and declared
"King of Jerusalem" in 1099, as well as creating what they see would be a unique 'Christ
[Antichrist] descendant' from such a union of their draconic lineages that would forever
legitimize their tight grasp on the 'Zionist' British Monarchy well into the 21st century, and
seemingly beyond. Therefore, this intriguing and most infamous of all arranged marriages
between Prince Charles and Grail Princess Diana was not hatched solely by the Windsor's
themselves. It was of far more ancient design and connected to 'the Knights of the Temple,' and
then their later spawning within the Blue and Red Factions of Freemasonry, of whom the British
Aristocracy owe their "Divine Right to rule," the goal of which was always to bring about a
proper human vessel, of a far more wicked and ancient hereditary, by which their god, Lucifer,
could likewise easily enter into human form, like Christ had done, and go about to counterfeit
His every Holy work, ultimately to bring Israel to see him as the "King of the Jews." This is
Antichrist. 35
Interestingly enough, six months after the Royal Wedding, while Diana was already three
months pregnant with William, came the release of Holy Blood Holy Grail, with its three authors
making shocking claims, supposedly 'exposing' long held Templar secrets provided them by a
mysterious French Illuminati agent, named Pierre Plantard, about modern European lineage
being descended from magical Merovingian elite. The 'secret' being propagated to the world,
starting in 1982, and moreso today because of The DaVinci Code, therefore, contained the
genealogical record of the Davidic (Messianic) Bloodline passing thru Christ, and His supposed
descendants, to become the ancient Merovingian Kings who ruled France, and later created the
Templars and Freemasonry itself, with the Occult underlying message being that we should be
expecting the prophetic fulfillment about the birth of a King, a Messianic Crusader arising from
this Merovingian (Cainite) lineage, to lead the planet into a coming New Age that arrives after a
contrived 'Apocalypse' that will involve radical Islam. 36
Prince George First Jew to Sit on the Throne
Prince George is a Jewish baby since his mother is a Jewish girl as her mum is a Jewess
(Goldbergs). Princess Diana was also a Goldberg (half-sister to Jemmima). Earl Spencer and
Shand Kidd were separated for many years while she dated Goldberg, this is accepted truth.
George will be the first Jew to sit on the throne.
Did Kate give Birth to Prince George Alexander Louis?
Independent Neonatologists have claimed that Ms. Kate Middleton did not herself give birth to
this child as it is so large, her ‘bump’ was small and many women allege she was not pregnant at
all. Endzog cannot comment on those views except to say that the family portraits were
obviously phot-shopped by the celebrity portraits photographer to make the rest of the family
look as though they had similar oriental Jewish eye shapes to the baby. (Royal photographers
were once more banned from the event). 37
The First British Jewish King
Camilla Parker-Bowles rejected as grandmother by the Middletons (Jewish) because she is a

Goyim (Gentile) put the knife in about the baby’s possible parentage: “Camilla said that he looks
absolutely gorgeous – that he doesn’t really look like anyone else (in the family) at the
moment but that he’s a really beautiful baby.” Some are asking if Kate Middleton’s lobotomy
was to prepare her to have a test-tube reared trans human, transgenic offspring. The baby that
would become the prophesied Jewish messiah; the product of Jewish science and the big Jewishowned Pharma industry with its animal and human research laboratories. But others, especially
mothers, are alleging the child was produced by another, unknown womb.38
The Talmud states that the leader of the world Jewish takeover would be a King, meaning that
should a male Jew ascend to the throne such a King would then himself not only be the senior
Elder of Zion but at the behest of a corrupt transnational Ashkenazi bankster regime, seeking to
legitimize world financial domination, allied to the Talmud, also be declared as the long awaited
Messiah; The King of the Jews. Christians believe that Jesus was the Messiah even though Jesus
is increasingly believed not to be a Jew but a Gentile from the Gentile region of Galilee, because
his coming fulfilled all the scriptures. Jews still await a Jewish Messiah. It is almost certain that
in religious terms the Talmudic Messiah will be a false Messiah, but that would hardly matter to
the Ashkenazi Rothschilds who are descended not from the non-white Jews of Palestine but from
the white Khazars of what is now a province of Russia, who make up 85% of the Jewish
population in the world today, and who as an entire people ordered by their ruler, converted to
Judaism for purely economic, strategic and political considerations and whose Satanic
Babylonian-style religion coincided exactly with the Pharisees and their Satanic Talmud:
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=5AIKQHO0esk 39
George Alexander Louis Free Masonry Prophecy
The name George Alexander Louis is designed to fulfill the Free Masonry prophecy.
Their symbol is a pointy compass on top, a yard square ruler at bottom, and a letter G in the
middle. So Alexander 'A' is the compass. The Louis 'L' is the ruler. And the George 'G' is the
letter G. You cannot fulfill the prophecy this way if you already know you are trying to fulfill
this coincidence. But even Prince William knows that the name Alexander definitely has
something to do with the end time Antichrist. Because Daniel chapter 8 has already foretold the
coming of Alexander and Antiochu but stated that this dream shall repeat during the end time. So
lots of free masons also agree that Alexander is the name. 40
Have you noticed the Royals’ births always seem to happen during the occult high days?
Kate is due to give birth to a daughter on April 25, 15.
Beginning on April 19th, we entered into a period of high satanic rituals. From April 19th - 25th
sacrifice preparation: kidnapping, holding and ceremonial preparation of person for human
sacrifice.
On April 25th is The Da Muer ritual: Grand climax; sex rituals and sacrifice of a woman or
young girl. All culminating on April 30th with Walpurgis night/Beltane: One of the most
important nights on the satanic calendar. Blood rituals and human sacrifice take place. Because
these are all human ritualistic events, we may very well see an event taking place someplace that
will involve the loss of several lives at once.
We have seen this in the past with the following event that took place here in the US: On April

19, 1993 the seize at Waco, TX ended with 74 men, women and children dead. On April 19,
1995 was the date of the Oklahoma City Bombing which claimed the lives of 168 men, women
and children. Prayers for those who will fall victim to the power of darkness wreaking havoc
upon this planet. May they find comfort in the loving and forgiving arms of our Father forever.
THE STARGATE TO THE NEW WORLD RULER AND NEW RELIGIOUS ORDER
STARGATE
The column showing the cloned baby next layer also shows the captured lamb with his legs
bound, is a spiral vortex (Stairgate) (symbolizing change of consciousness) [an entrance to a new
spiritual transformation]
At the bottom of vortex (Stargate)
At the left side of the Stargate several people are coming from the underground and climbing up
the side of triangle with the hands lifted apparently praising or worshipping the new baby born
from the Lillie. From the right side of the pyramid people are also climbing to enter into the
Stargate to worship the Antichrist.
In the center of the pyramid I see a robed- veiled woman kneeling while two men seem to having
a ceremony together (homosexuals); a robed man that looks like a wolf is standing at their side;
another hooded robed being is standing behind the wolf bending towards the couple with his
hands behind his back. (could be a same-sex marriage).
Paul also foretold that a usurper of the temple throne would precede the "coming of our Lord
Jesus Christ, and our gathering unto him," at which time "a great many people" would share the
attitude that they are also "divine" and "intrinsically miraculous." He wrote –41
"Let no man deceive you by any means for that day shall not come, except there come a falling
away first, and that man of sin be revealed, the son of perdition; who opposeth and exhalteth
himself above all that is called God, or that is worshipped; so that he as God sitteth in the temple
of God, shewing himself that he is God...
"And then shall that Wicked be revealed, whom the Lord shall consume with the spirit of his
mouth, and shall destroy with the brightness of his coming: even him, whose coming is after the
working of Satan, with all power and signs and lying wonders, and with all deceivableness of
unrighteousness in them that perish; because they received not the love of the truth, that they
might be saved.
"And for this cause God shall send them a strong delusion, that they should believe a lie: that
they might be damned who believed not the truth, but had pleasure in unrighteousness." (II
Thess. 2:2-12)
ANTICHRIST AND THE SEA BEAST
Revelation 13:4-8, “And they (the people of the world) worshipped the dragon (Satan) which
gave power unto the beast: (the sea demon called Abbadan) and they worshipped the beast,
(the demon Abbadan) saying, Who is like unto the beast? Who is able to make war with him? 5
And there was given unto him a mouth (body of a man that the beast possesses) speaking great

things and blasphemies; and power was given unto him (by Satan) to continue forty and two
months. 6 And he opened his mouth in blasphemy against God, to blaspheme his name, and his
tabernacle, and them that dwell in heaven. 7 And it was given unto him to make war with the
saints, (Born Again Christians) and to overcome them: (Satan gives him) and power was given
him over all kindreds, and tongues, and nations. 8 And all that dwell upon the earth shall
worship him, whose names are not written in the book of life of the Lamb slain from the
foundation of the world. (Fulfillment of God’s prophecies).”
"The Children of the World Dream of Peace"
THE GERMAN BOY BEATS THE PLOWSHEARS

Babylonian messiah figure (anti-Christ) Young German Boy is killing the spirit of death and
war. What we are witnessing is the fulfilment of the end time’s prophecy of the Rise of the
Mystery Babylon Whore and the Luciferian plan against America and the world. The land of the
brave and free is deliberately taken down to fulfil the objectives of these Satanists for their New
World Order, Global Fascist Luciferian State.
“The Children of the World Dream of Peace” is a powerful mural expressing the artist’s desire to
abolish violence in society. One part of the diptych exhibits the tragedy and devastation of war

and its impact on humanity. The mural then moves to images of smiling children dressed in folk
costumes from around the world celebrating peace prevailing over war." The war is over; the
children of the world all turning over their weapons to this German boy giving him their
sovereignty wrapped in their country’s national flag. The Bavarian jacket leaves no doubt, the
blond-hair, blue eye boy is German. He symbolizes the Bavarian Illuminati. With an iron
hammer the boy destroys the Nazi sword. He uses a hammer which symbolizes the Hammer and
Sickle of Communism. In the foreground, the Nazi General is dead with two doves perched on
his sword. The boy represents a savior who brings peace and Communism to a devastated world.
In the Ritual of the 32nd Path leading unto the Theoricus Grade, it is thus written: The Sphinx of
Egypt spake and said: I am the synthesis of the Elemental Forces.! I Am also the symbol of Man.
I am Life. I am Death. l am the Child of the Night of Time."
THE SOLID PYRAMID OF ELEMENTS
The solid Pyramid of the Elements again is the Admission Badge of the 28th Path leading
to the Philosophus Grade. It is attributed to the Four Elements. Therefore on its base is the
word Olahm, meaning World, and upon its sides are the names of the Elements: Aesh,
Ruach, Mayim, Aretz or 0phir. Yet the Apex is not allowed to remain vacant, or quite acute
in shape, but is cut off and so a small square is formed at the Apex, and the Letters Eth,
meaning Essence are placed therein. This small square maketh of the pyramid a certain
Throne or shrine. On this throne a certain ruling force is seated. Within the Throne is a
sacred symbol. Place then within each Pyramid its appropriate sphinx, and the image of its
God above. Take thou each Pyramid as the key of the nature of each Tablet Square. The
Sphinx of each will vary in form according to the proportion of the elements comprising
the Square. The God of Egypt, whose image is to be placed above each Pyramid, shall
represent the force ruling under the direction of the Great Angel of the This God shall be
the symbol of the power of the Light acting therein, as the Angel shall be the descent of that
Light itself. The Angelic Name may be typified by the correspondences of the four Letters
of the Angelís name, adding AL to the Name - the letters of the Name standing for head,
bust, arms, body, and lower limbs, etc., as taught in the instruction on Telesmatic Images.
Place the name in Theban or Enochian letters on the girdle. The four forms of the Sphynx
gods are: the Bull god, Wingless; the Eagle or Hawk, Winged; Angel or man Winged; and
the Lion, Wingless.
1994 - Peace Mural, Denver International Airport, Denver, Colorado (USA): "Depicts all of the
children of the world taking the weapons from each country on earth and giving them to a central
figure who has this iron fist and anvil in his hand that is totally out of proportion to the child's
body, beating the swords into plowshares." 42
After 1917, when King George V changed the name of the royal house from Saxe-Coburg and
Gotha, members of the Royal Family belong, either by birth or marriage, to the House of
Windsor. Senior titled members of the royal family do not usually use a surname, although since
1960 Mountbatten-Windsor (incorporating Prince Philip's adopted surname of Mountbatten) has
been prescribed as a surname for Queen Elizabeth II's direct descendants who do not have royal

styles and titles, and has also sometimes been used when required for those who do have such
titles. 43
The Plan to establish a New World Order is depicted in these Murals. It is quickly coming into
view in our time. The world is looking for a new savior; they are looking for a man of
unpatrolled evil; an ultimate enemy that will emerge in the end time and take over the world. He
PHOENIX HAS RISEN

UNITED NATIONS MURAL that towers over the Security Council Room.
The central focus of the United Nations’ mural is the Phoenix bird that has risen. He is the
symbol of Lucifer. The bird reincarnates from death to life out of the blue flames, [The End
and the Beginning]. ~ Gold is one of the most powerful of the colors. Satan has a golden aura.
Gold is the color of the Sun, and is of the element of fire. In Satanic alchemy, gold represents
the perfection of the soul. Both the colors gold and white-gold are seen all over in the Ancient
Egyptian hieroglyphs, in the temples and pyramids. Gold is the color of riches and power. The
man of Sin arises.
UN SPIRITUAL PROPHETIC PANEL
Who is the couple kneeling at the center panel of the mural; the woman holding a
bouquet of roses and the Prince dressed in white kneeling taking their marriage vows?
Could this couple be Princes Diana and Prince Charles?
Who is the young boy standing in a doorway behind the Prince? He is standing upon a red and yellow carpet?
WHO IS THE BABY CHILD THAT IS SHOWN AT THEIR FEET?

will be a young man who will rise with supernatural powers to rise to power over the planet. He
Who is the young man standing in the wings behind the couple?
will Could
set himself
as ruler over Jerusalem and claim to be God. The Jews rejected Jesus Christ and
he be the Antichrist?
they will receive him and he will come in his own name. He is the prince who is to come, (Dan.
9:26:), who makes things desolate (Dan. 9:27), the king who does as he pleases, (Dan. 11:36), a

foolish shepherd, (Zech. 11: 15-17), a man of lawlessness, (II Thess. 2,3), a man of destruction,
(II Thess. 2:2,3), the rider on the white horse, (Rev. 6:2), The Beast (Rev. 13-1-9; 17:3, 8).
The Word Antichrist is five times in the New Testament; all in the Epistles of the Apostle John,
(I Jn. 2:18, 22; 4:3; II Jn. 7). In John’s letter’s he was primarily interested in doctrinal error of
denying the person of Jesus Christ. The most commonly used, most familiar title for the final
world ruler is called the Antichrist; against Christ! John stated that even in his days false
teachers had arisen and were denying Jesus Christ and deceiving many people, (I Jn. 2:18).
The UN panel is the story of the rising of the phoenix god and antichrist
A central feature of the Security Council Chamber is the oil canvas mural painted by the
Norwegian artist Per Krogh. It depicts a phoenix rising from its ashes, as a symbol of the world
being rebuilt after the World War. Above the dark sinister colors at the bottom different images
in bright colors symbolizing the hope for a better future are depicted.
At the top panel-left side, we see a church without a cross and a man dressed in yellow
holding a Bible in his left hand. The color yellow is of the element of air. Yellow rules the solar
plexus chakra. (The pagan god’s name Shu means "he who rises up". As the god of air and a god
of light, or of light personified, Shu was said to make himself manifest in the beams of the Sun
by day and in the light of the Moon by night.). [Shu is the son of Atum-Ra, the husband of the
goddess Tefnut and father of Nuit and Geb. It is said that Shu was created by Ra by way of
masturbation. "I had union with my hand, and I embraced my shadow as a wife. I poured seed
into my own mouth and I sent forth from myself issue in the form of the gods Shu and Tefnut."
Egyptian Story of Creation). Shu is the god of the wind, the atmosphere, the space between the
heavens and the earth. He is the Lord of the atmosphere.].44 The missing cross indicates a
different bloodless gospel is being preached without Jesus as the center of the church. The people
are bound by ropes and standing in darkness.
Then a woman caged in an invisible box and her soul has been spiritually captured by the puppet
masters. She is a puppet being manipulated by strings and enslaved facing a golden pyramid
worshipping the Egyptian pagan gods. The color blue is of the water element. Blue: Truths,
wisdom, protection, inner peace, loyalty, occult power and expansion. Jupiter rules royal blueLuck, expansion, abundance, long distance travel, higher education, legal matters, taxes, (use
with green) investments, foundations, prosperity, and opportunity. Spirituality, summoning
Demons, healing, inspiration, devotion, serenity, sincerity and truth, fidelity, inner peace,
knowledge and wisdom, harmony in the home, occult power and expansion. Blue can also be
used in spells, when the color is applied to others and directed for inciting depression, sadness,
hopelessness, lack of sympathy, coldness and gloom.
The left top center panel; consists of trees The trees = the sacred grove; and a man standing at
bookstand preaching gods and goddesses of nature worship, another man is standing behind a
podium while two men are holding a golden arc (perhaps the arc of the Jewish covenant). The
Bible says they will build a new temple and institute its ritualism’s including animal sacrifices,
(Dan. 9:27). And Antichrist will make a Covenant with them but he will stop the sacrifices and
offerings at the middle of the week. And Antichrist will break the Covenant and commit the act

which is often called the “the abomination of desolation,” and proclaim himself god.
The panel at the top right, a royal wedding with an idol on a pedestal, a man playing the violin
the Bride standing in front of a pale white (former) Christian Church building; dressed in white
gown and veil and man is kneeling before figures of idols.
The middle panel to the right you see a red and yellow building with two triangles topped with
two crowns that are separated and a blue flag; all races and nations united under the United
Nations blue (the banner the hold). There is a celebration of the wedding; a blond young girl is
leading a parade.
The celebration connects to the middle panel to the left. A flowing blue wedding garland
connects to the left panel; the triangles on the building are now connected together and have the
all seeing-eye in the center. The blond bride is dressed a black top and a red skirt is leading,
holding the blue wedding garland with the grooms hand; he is dressed in a yellow shirt. They are
celebrating with the people the new beginning of the world order. A black man joyously enters
the wedding celebration beating a drum that hangs around his neck. I believe he is the false
prophet who will be possessed by the Second Beast in the Book of Revelation that challenges the
people to follow Antichrist.
The panel to the left the bride is dressed in blue is kneeling with her hand stretched down
forward; her body language indicates she has turned her back from her new husband’s
philosophy. (Blue: loyalty, occult power and expansion). The bridegroom is dressed in black,
(Black rules over the base chakra, the planet Saturn, the element of earth and in the original
religions, it signified new beginnings. In Satanic alchemy, black represents the step of void
meditation and transformation. Black absorbs, conceals, and creates confusion and chaos, new
beginnings, knowledge of hidden things). The bridegroom has his hands lifted, kneeling before a
man dressed in a British uniform and a golden hat. He is taking his Luciferian Oath to enter into
the New Age. Gold is one of the most powerful of the colors. Satan has a golden aura. Gold is
the color of the Sun, and is of the element of fire. In Satanic alchemy, gold represents the
perfection of the soul. Both the colors gold and white-gold are seen all over in the Ancient
Egyptian hieroglyphs, in the temples and pyramids. Gold is the color of riches and power. He
seems to be taking an oath. The bride has turned her back from her new husband with
outstretched hands perhaps rejecting his actions. (Diana rejected and divorced Prince Charles
after the birth of their son William). She publically disparaged him and claimed that the Queen’s
family was not human.
Far right panel: The room is very dark. The Princess wife behind a table, her attire is white and
she is standing holding a microscope which is bending to the left signifying a liberal viewpoint
and genocidal- chemical warfare. The bridegroom is sitting at a desk looking at the heavens
through a huge telescope and his finger is pointing to an opened book which indicates he is
studying the stars and planets. Their future will be built upon pseudo-science and worship of the
astrological gods and goddesses.
Then the next scene the princely bridegroom is dressed in a red shirt and white pants is releasing
the white horse of the ‘Peace accord’. At the beginning of (Rev. 6:1-2) is the beginning of John’s

revelation of the Tribulation period describes the Antichrist and his overtures of peace under the
symbolism of a rider on a white horse. “And I saw when the Lamb opened one of the seals, and
I heard, as it were the noise of thunder, one of the four beasts saying, come and see. 2 And I
saw, and behold a white horse: and he that sat on him had a bow; and a crown was given unto
him: and he went forth conquering, and to conquer,” (Rev. 6: 1-2).
Red Shirt represents Communism, strength, creating magical energy for black magick, when
used in black magick; red as opposed to black brings on sudden attacks, bloodshed, violence, and
hatred. Red can also be used to incite wars, anarchy, and cruelty.
The following points about the two Seals on the back of the One Dollar Bill with clarity and
precision:45
1) The two Seals are Egyptian and Luciferian.
2) The two Seals were introduced by Freemasons, in 1782.
3) Masonic President Franklin Roosevelt, aided by his Secretary of Agriculture/Vice President
Wallace, ordered these Seals to be placed on the back of the Dollar Bill in 1935, having been
urged on and advised by the Russian channeler/mystic, Nicolas Roerach.
4) Americans had no idea that the Roosevelt Administration was as controlled by mystic, Black
Magick forces, as it was. Had they known the degree to which Roosevelt was controlled by
Black Magick forces, he would have been forced out of office immediately.
5) Former Satanist, Doc Marquis, reveals that, while in the Illuminati, he was taught that the two
Seals are NOT official seals of the United States, but of the Global Illuminati!
6) Doc Marquis also reveals that these two Seals hide three (3) hexagrams plus a hidden message
about Freemasonry. These hexagrams form a ’666′.
7) We correctly link the symbolism of the All-Seeing Eye of Lucifer hovering over the
unfinished pyramid on the back of the Dollar Bill to the coming prophesied Third Temple on the
Temple Mount in Jerusalem! The Masons have been steadfastly determined since 1782 to seize
control of the Temple Mount so they could resurrect Solomon’s Temple for use by their Masonic
Christ! Since this was the plan in 1782 when the Seals were created, the Masons made sure that
the symbolism of the unfinished pyramid directly tied into their plan to rebuild Solomon’s
Temple. When the Masonic Christ (Antichrist) is planned to be the “Living Stone” to top off the
unfinished pyramid! You will be amazed at this simple, but profound, symbolism leakage and by
the thorough degree to which this plan fulfills Bible prophecy exactly! You will be shocked to
realize that the stage for the fulfillment of this End of the Age prophecy was set all the way back
to 1782! 46
Bottom panel: The bottom is the war machine of guns and tanks. The soldier laying down his
weapon "mission complete" while the peasants and old religions are being led into death and
great darkness and chaos comes upon the world. World-wide destruction and On the left side are
figures rising out of a pit, with the uppermost figure, a woman, holding onto a rope held by a
male figure outside the pit. In the shadows she is shown climbing stairs from the underground
cities into the New World after the world chaos. Joining the wedding celebration is the black
drummer man dressed in white is dancing; he seems to in an ecstatic mood. Is he Obama who
has led America to fall? A white man that looks like the Communist dictator Lenin is stepping
from the darkness of the underground tunnels of the walking dead into the celebration. As he

steps into the scene of the new beginning, half of his body and his face are bathed with the
sunlight his back side is normal color. His hand is raised and he looks like the Communist Lenin.
People are climbing out of a dark portal from the earth to enter the new beginning wedding
celebration of the New World. Out of chaos darkness they believe that they can create new
reality. A tall man is lifting his hat and is standing amidst war weapons; the great war of the
destruction of billions is over. A dark death chamber is shown in the middle. A golden Phoenix
bird has been raised at the center above the bottom panel. He has shed his skin upon a large rock
and is sticking a long sword into the death chamber of the world religions. The phoenix bird
symbolizes Lucifer. Here, he has killed all the religions of the world that have mocked him
throughout the ages; at the left the survivors of the great battle is surrounding the death chamber.
At the right side of the bottom panel; a stream of people who are grey (color of death) are
coming to worship Lucifer. Grey is the color of sorrow. Standing on dark rock is a tall man that
is shielding his eyes from the false light of the New Beginning. A young man with his left hand
raised to his forehead (probably touching his opened third-eye that was taught to him in his
school); the sun ray shinning on his face. There is a thin rope streaming from the bridegroom
who is dressed in black and ensnaring the man and boy who indicates his satanic powers are
directed towards them. They living in the Old Age; remember “the Rock” refers to Jesus and His
Church.
The Phoenix has arisen to be god of the world. All purpose, balances the aura as all color
emanates from white light. Energizing, protective, stimulating, inspiring, destroys destructive
energies. The Moon rules white. White rules the third eye, along with indigo and silver.
PHOENIX BIRD IS LUCIFER
The Phoenix Bird is eternally going through a never-ending cycle of life and death and rebirth. A
phoenix is a mythical bird with a colorful plumage and a tail of gold and scarlet (or purple, blue,
and green according to some legends). It has a 500 to 1,000 year life-cycle, near the end of which
it builds itself a nest of twigs that then ignites; both nest and bird burn fiercely and are reduced to
ashes, from which a new, young phoenix or phoenix egg arises, reborn anew to live again. Our
bird in this picture is standing no not above his ashes; he is standing above his old skin.47 Like a
snake he has shed his old skin and is revealing himself as god at the center of the mural. The
bird is Lucifer whom they believe that he died and arose to heaven as the Morning Star. 48 The
Phoenix Bird is one of the foremost symbols of the Illuminati, according to Doc
Marquis. Therefore, since Hillary Clinton is wearing this symbol, we can know conclusively
that she is an Illuminist. Further, since this Illuminist lapel pin was worn by two people very
close to President Bill Clinton, we can know for certain that he is an Illuminist, too. [This lapel
pin was seen being worn by: Donna Shalala, Secretary of Health and Human Services and Bettie
Currie, Clinton's Personal Secretary, see U.S. News & World Report, 2/9/98].
FIRE BIRD IS THE PHOENIX (NOT IN THE WORLD ILLUMINATI MURALS)

The Fire bird is Lucifer
“Therefore rejoice ye heavens, and ye that dwell in them. Woe to the inhabiter's of the earth
and of the sea, for the devil is come down unto you, having great wrath, because he knoweth
that he hath but a short time,” (Rev. 12:12).
Lucifer is alive amongst us and the mayhem and chaos we are now experiencing on an
international scale in this of the 21st century is due to the culmination of many millennia of
plotting and planning by this eternal adversary as mentioned in the Holy Scriptures.
LUCIFER IS REAL
He is a paranormal being living on earth in this level of consciousness, existence, or reality. His
power is worked through those who descend directly from his chosen bloodlines and their
puppets. He is causing havoc and chaos in an attempt to seat himself and his representation on
the throne of a World State and to inaugurate a New Religion with himself its sole deity. It
should become obvious that what we are dealing with is Lucifer's rebellion against God.
NEW AGE PROPHETESS
New Age prophetess Helena P. Blavatsky (1831-1891), widely regarded as the high priestess of
the modern New Age Movement. Blavatsky founded the Theosophical Society in New York in
1875. During her lifetime she established close relations with Freemasonry, receiving ‘the
Certificate of the `Rite of Adoption’` from Mason John Yarker in 1877. Blavatsky's Theosophy
taught arcane "knowledge" (Gnosis), the universal brotherhood of mankind and unity among all
religions with the exception of the monotheistic religions Christianity, Islam, and Judaism. She
insisted that these belief systems could not be reconciled with what she termed "individual
enlightenment."
Blavatsky claimed to have had experience with astral projection and also the ability to
communicate with the spirit world. Her books, `Isis Unveiled` and her three-volume, `The Secret
Doctrine` were supposedly channeled through her by the "Masters of Wisdom," Tibetan `holy
men`, which any Christian, Jew or Muslim should recognize as being synonymous with demons.
She wrote in her book, The Secret Doctrine` "Lucifer represents life, thought, progress,
civilization, liberty, independence. Lucifer is the Logos, the Serpent, the Savior" and "It is
Lucifer who is the God of our planet and the only God", and she continues, "The celestial Virgin

which thus becomes the Mother of Gods and Devils at one and the same time, for she is the ever
loving beneficent deity, but in antiquity and reality, Lucifer or Luciferius is the name. Lucifer is
the divine and terrestrial light, the Holy Ghost and Satan at one and the same time".
THE PLAN
The `Plan` as revealed by her `Ascended Master` Djwhal Khul is documented in her twenty four
books, which she says were channeled through her by Khul whilst she was in a trance state.
This ‘Plan’`, was to usher in the ‘Harmonic Convergence,’ also known as the Omega, Mind
Convergence, Fusion or Turning Point which can occur only when nations put aside their
differences and operate interdependence in a "New World Order" of global unity. When world
government and religion are finally realized, the New Age, or the Age of Aquarius, will have
dawned. Only then will the Avatar appear and the implementation of the New World Order fully
begins. This ‘Christ’ is also known as Lord Maitraya said to be awaited also by Jews, Moslems,
Buddhists, and Hindus; though he is known by these believers respectively as the Messiah, Imam
Mahdi, the fifth Buddha, or Krishna.
Bailey makes it very clear that there is to also be a world religion: "The spirit has gone out of the
old faiths and the true spiritual light is transferring itself into a new form which will manifest on
earth eventually as the New World Religion. Judaism is old, obsolete and distinct and has no true
message for the spiritually-minded which cannot be better given by the new faiths. The Christian
faith also has served its purpose; its followers seek to bring a New Gospel and a new message
that will enlighten all men everywhere".
When you depart from the firm foundations of God’s Word, then you will fall into the fantasy
world of demons and magic. You cannot replace a belief until you tear down the underpinning of
the old. When the foundations are destroyed, what would the people do?
“My people are destroyed for lack of knowledge: because thou hast rejected knowledge, I will
also reject thee, that thou shalt be no priest to me: seeing thou hast forgotten the law of thy God,
I will also forget thy children,” (Hos. 4:6).
Billy Graham was asked the question in his daily column. “I have heard that person will soon
appear in the End times that the Bible calls the Antichrist. Do you think he is alive today?”
Graham answered: “With all that is going on in our world today, many people sense that the end
is near. And Antichrist could soon appear.”
ANTICHRIST THE BANKING MURALS
Like most elitist art, the frescoes on display at the headquarters of Bank of America, the largest
bank in America, tell a story intended to be decoded by those in the know. The frescoes seem to
depict three stages of world transformation – planning, chaos and achievement – and are colorcoded to be analogous to the three stages of hermetic alchemy: Nigredo (blackness), Albedo
(whiteness) and Rubedo (redness). The frescoes bare many resemblances to the murals of the
Denver International Airport, which also depict progressive phases of a profound transformation
of society after a period of intense turmoil.
The first fresco displays a wide array of occult symbols, some directly referring to Freemasonry.

This is quite astonishing as the painting is in the lobby of the headquarters of the United States’
most predominant bank and not in a Masonic lodge but perhaps there is some overlap. Those
who are “in the know” and initiated to the Mysteries are those who are qualified to
accomplishing the planning process, which in this painting seem to be the men in suits, whose
ties match the red and white checker-board floor, and who make plans for the future generation,
represented by the blond Masonic boy.
THREE MAJOR RELIGIONS
You might be interested to know that the three major religions of the world all have prophecies
concerning of a towering sinister ruler that rises to power in the latter days. In Islam, the person
is called the Dajjal; in Arabic means ‘the deceiver.” According to the Islamic teaching he will be
a young man with paranormal powers. He will be the incarnation of evil. He will also claim to be
god and gather thousand Jewish followers and make a whirlwind tour of deception and set
himself up as the ruler over Jerusalem. His appearing is the sign of the end times.
The Jews are looking for a Messiah they call Messiah ben David, or the Son of David which they
call the true Messiah.
The Christian believe that the end time Ruler is known by many names. He is known as the “the
little horn,” (Dan. 7:8); a King that is insolent skilled and skilled in intrigue, (8:23); the prince
that is to come, (Dan. 9:26); the one who makes desolate, (Dan. 9: 27); the King who does as he
pleases, (Dan. 11: 26); a foolish shepherd; (Zech. 11: 15-17); the man of lawlessness, (II Thess.
2:3); the son of destruction, (II Thess. 2:3); the rider on the white horse with a bow without
arrows, (Rev. 6:2); the man possessed by the Beast, (Rev. 13: 1;9: 17, 3, 8); the most familiar
title for the end time ruler is the Antichrist, (I Jn. 2:18).

THE BANK OF AMERICA MURAL REVEALS THE GERMAN BOY, ADDING FOUR MORE PEOPLE

THE GERMAN BOY Masonic-Aryan boy is wearing a Nazi overcoat and clicking his heels

together in a Nazi salute. He has a subliminal erect phallic symbol on his right shoulder
signifying governmental power; his clinking boots are Nazi military boots; a grey ley line
connects to the black stairs lead to the black sun; erasing the burning tree, becomes his
arm gesticulating a Nazi salute or Hitler salute was a gesture of greeting in Nazi Germany.
Usually, the person offering the salute would say "Heil Hitler!" (Hail Hitler!), "Heil! If you
erase the boy’s right arm, it becomes clear it becomes a hand saluting the Hail salutation;
the bush itself becomes an arm that is positioned at the boy’s shoulder. It now becomes
clear that the boy is making a Nazi salute.
A woman is caged in an invisible square. She has her hands lifted and worshipping the
black sun. Satan hates women and in the end, he captures her soul.
The Black Sun in Mesoamerican mythology has many mystical meanings, among them it is
connected to the god Quetzalcoatl and his penetration in the Underworld through the west door
after his diurnal passage on the sky. For the Mexica’s there were two suns, the young Day Sun
and the ancient Dark Sun. Some scholars regard the mythological Black Sun as the ancient
female origin of all; it is both tomb and womb. This way, it is the oneness that uniformly
integrates unawareness, death, and yet an expectation of fecundity.[1] 49
Germany’s governance was described as the "Third Reich" – The Age of the Holy Ghost. The
Fourth Reich (German: Viertes Reich) is a theoretical future successor of the Third Reich.
neo-Nazism, The Fourth Reich is envisioned as featuring Aryan supremacy, anti-Semitism,
Lebensraum, aggressive militarism and totalitarianism.
Prince’s family crest is, ("Order of the Garter" secret society of the Royals in which Prince
William is its one-thousandth member), featuring a Gold Lion in the above mural, [The
images of the gold lion are subliminally embedded in the hair of the boy]; standing on red
and white squares is the Masonic magical floor in the temple. It the altar where the person
can communicate with the spiritual world signifying his governing position of conquering
world Communism.
FOUR PEOPLE IN THE MURAL
A the bottom of the mural in the corner, there are four people sitting at table, the background is
gold; (four signifies world, gold indicates wealth) a man dressed in black and white cuffs
(wizard) whose his hand on his chin and wearing a wedding ring on (Hidden hand
(Freemasonry) [back] Symbolism. See: 666 hand sign Fist under chin Presidents) [Bill Clinton?]
dressed in black behind a white; a blond hair woman [Hillary Clinton?] He is her mind
controller. She in a gray suit (grey is death) and white cuffs, her left arm sleeve creases has a
skeleton head with a mark at the center of its forehead, a grey hand covers half the face of the
image, one eye and it thumb covers its mouth, her hand turns into a snake (divination) is pointing
at the banker, her right hand is signaling an El Diablo
They are pointing at the central figure - the Masonic-Aryan boy wearing a Nazi overcoat and
clicking his heels together...
Subliminal are etched in the creases in the [banker] man sitting in the center of the group of four,

(four means world power); in the middle,[banker] dressed in a brown suit with very wide lapels,
a red a white shirt, blue tie, a black vest, is pointing toward the German boy in a satanic sign
meaning, “this is my territory,” the creases in his sleeve’s creases there is the face of a Oni
demon (he collects the dead for hell).
A black man that looks like Obama is sitting at the table with his back to the German boy. He is
dressed in a black suit (black magic), a red tie (When used in black magick, red as opposed to
black brings on sudden attacks, accidents, bloodshed, violence, and hatred. Red can also be used
to incite wars, anarchy, and cruelty. Mars rules red. Red is of the element of fire) and white shirt
(The Moon rules white. White rules the third eye), [Obama?]; he has his right hand on the
shoulder of the banker which turns into a black snake.”
THEY WORSHIP A MASONIC GOD
Abaddon is the name of the deity that Freemasons worship also known as “The Great Architect
of the Universe” and sometimes represented as the All-Seeing Eye. The same deity can also be
associated with Horus or Osiris the Egyptian god and Zeus for the Greeks. 50
Abaddon or Apollyon according to Anchor Bible Dictionary:
APOLLYON. The Greek name, meaning “Destroyer,” given in (Rev. 9:11) for “the angel of
the bottomless pit” (in Hebrew called Abaddon), also identified as the king of the demonic
“locusts” described in (Rev. 9:3-10)… In one manuscript, instead of Apollyon the text reads
“Apollo,” the Greek god of death and pestilence as well as of the sun, music, poetry, crops and
herds, and medicine. Apollyon is no doubt the correct reading. But the name Apollo (Gk
Apollon) was often linked in ancient Greek writings with the verb apollymi or apollyo,
“destroy.” From this time of Grotius, “Apollyon” has often been taken here to be a play on the
name Apollo. The locust was an emblem of this god, who poisoned his victims, and the name
“Apollyon” may be used allusively in Revelation to attack the pagan god and so indirectly the
Roman emperor Domitian, who liked to be regarded as Apollo incarnate.”51
The Holy Spirit conclude the Book of Revelation? By commanding us, "Come out of her, my
people, that ye be not partakers of her sins, and that ye receive not of her plagues." (Rev. 18:4).
Angel in the Whirlwind
New Star is Rising from the Sea, Great Magical Deception the Angel in the Whirlwind
Will the fallen angel from hell give life to a man created by clay that will simulate the life of
Jesus Christ to seemingly fulfill the Scriptures of the coming of the Messiah to deceive the Jews
and people of the world to worship Satan?
“Let no man deceive you by any means: for that day shall not come, except there come a falling
away first, and that man of sin be revealed, the son of perdition; 4 Who opposeth and exalteth
himself above all that is called God, or that is worshipped; so that he as God sitteth in the temple
of God, shewing himself that he is God,” (II Thess. 2:3-4).
The Antichrist and the Angel in the Whirlwind is powerful, well written and a must read.52 The
awakened part of the Church of today has now no doubt of the real existence of the spirit beings

of evil, and that there is an organized monarchy of supernatural powers, set up in opposition to
Christ, and His kingdom, bent upon the eternal ruin of every member of the human race; and
believers know that God is calling them to seek the fullest equipment obtainable for
withstanding, and resisting these enemies of Christ and His Church.
FIRST BEAST
1st Beast Comes from the Sea The Spirit of the Antichrist. will concern a new world empire will
rise out of the ashes of the old world chaos. This will create a World Government and New
Universal Religion spiritual power that will come from out of the Earth. It will consist of Satan's
anointing, giving his authoritative power to his son, a man who is united with a group of
secretive, depraved, cabalistic men. This new order will join the iniquity of the masses and idol
worship into a world witchcraft driven religion.”
The Second Beast
Revelation 13:15 [And cause that as many as would not worship the image of the beast]
would not honor it, or acknowledge its authority. The "worship" here referred to is civil,
not religious homage. (Rev 13:4). The meaning is that what is here called the "image of the
beast" had power given it, by its connection with the second "beast," (supernatural being
gets his power from Satan) to set up its jurisdiction over people, and to secure their allegiance
on pain of death. The power by which this was done was derived from the second beast; the
obedience and homage demanded was of the most entirely submissive character; the nature of
the government was in a high degree arbitrary; and the penalty enforced for refusing this homage
was death. The facts that we are to look for in the fulfillment of this are:53
We are living in the days of fulfilment of the prophecy and it’s happening now. “The Holy Spirit
expressly made known to the Church of Jesus Christ, through the Apostle Paul, that a great
deceptive onslaught would take place in the later times.” He shows that although, the utterance
of the prophecy, more than two thousand years have passed by, those special manifestations of
evil spirits of deception and seduction of believers unmistakably point to the fact that we are at
the close of the age. He ties this belief to the scripture, (I Jn. 4:3).
The World is looking for a Leader
They are looking for a new political leader and spiritual leader. Many are ready to dump Jesus
Christ for a new teacher that they call The Christ Consciousness. Let’s read what New Age
Prophetess, Alice Bailey really thinks, "When He comes at the close of this century and makes
his power felt he will come as the Teacher of Love and Unity, and the keynote he will strike will
be regeneration through love poured forth on all.” 54
However, it is not just a political leader for whom the world is looking. All the major religions
discuss the emergence, in the last days, of a powerful and terrifying spiritual figure ù someone
who will ultimately proclaim himself to be God. Today’s widespread New Age philosophy is
laying the groundwork for the Antichrist's global religious system. Did you know, for instance,
that John Randolph Price, one of the world's principal New Age gurus, says his spirit guide
revealed to him that 2.5 billion people may need to be wiped off the face of the earth for their
utopian spiritual dreams to be realized (Rev. 6:8; 9:18; 13:15; 20:4)? Could such an organization
claiming a billion followers produce the Antichrist? Definitely!

UNITING EASTERN AND WESTERN RELIGIONS
Worldwide ecumenical forces are endeavoring to unite eastern religions and western
Christianity. The second Beast comes from the earth = Satan’s spiritual power over the revived
Roman Empire Religious System, = the One World Religion. The Roman religious system was a
Babylonian, god-goddess, whose people were worshipers of idolatry. All faiths are being
plunged into one melting pot hoping that a one- world religion will rise to the surface. Man
strives to reconcile Christianity with eastern beliefs; but Christianity is a relationship with Jesus.
The cornerstone erected by the New Age to create unity of faith is not Jesus Christ but
meditation; not a person but a method. 55
Idolatry and Witchcraft works in your mind but it will capture and imprison your spirit. The New
Age Movement is to the highest degree of duplicitous and scathing philosophy at work in
religion today. It is interlaced not only in witchcraft, idolatry and Satanism but it is attacking all
Christian denominations. The New Age belief system is deeply rooted in Eastern religious
mysticism and the paranormal. Followers are led to awaken their God consciousness by using
powerful occult techniques such as, Transcendental Meditation, Yoga, Hypnosis, visualization,
psychic phenomenon, New Thought Consciousness, divination, mind control, etc.
2ND BEAST
Revelation 13:15, [And he (the 2nd Beast, given power from the Dragon, Satan) had power
to give life unto the image of the beast] (the first Beast out of the sea). That is, that image
(icon, figure) of the beast would be naturally powerless, or would have no life in itself. The
second beast, however, had power to impart life to it, so that it would be invested with
authority, and would exercise that authority in the manner specified. 56
The Second Beast and the False Prophet
The false prophet is a man who is possessed by the 2nd Beast that comes up from the earth.
Revelation 13:11, [And I beheld another beast coming up out of the earth]. The Devil gives
the 2nd Beast and the false prophet a great signs and wonders ministry that will enable him
to betray and trick the people of the entire world to worship the dead representation of a
man that is possessed by the First Beast.
NEW WORLD ORDER SLEEPING GIANT
Bank of America Masonic Murals of their view of victory attaining world government 57
Who is this ruling angelic being that is called the "Destroyer," who is released from the Abyss
(the depths of the sea) during God's wrath upon mankind for their rejection of His Son, Jesus
Christ in the last days of this age?
In Revelation 13:11, describes the 1st Beast, who receives a strike that will kill the body of a man
called the Antichrist that he possesses. However, his body is resurrected from the deadly
wound and supernaturally healed; he rules over the entire world; all religious figures, both
clergy and laity. Accordingly, the 1st Beast will play the role of an imitation resurrection
from the dead exactly like in appearance or function of the power Jesus Christ. This
seemingly impossible achievement will convince the people of the world that he is the true
Christ sent by God! According to New Age doctrine, Christ is not a person but a consciousness,

a precept.
THE CHRIST, according to New Age proponents Benjamin Crème and Share International, “. . .
is all things to all people. The Kalki Avatar, Sri Krsna, the Messiah, the Imam Mahdi, the
Bodhisattva the Fifth Buddha, Maitreya Buddha, and the World Teacher.” The esoteric
traditionalists are convinced that all these as different names are applicable to the same
individual that they call . . . the Lord Maitreya, the World Teacher, the head of the Spiritual
Hierarchy of Masters and they look for His appearance on the world stage in the immediate
58
future.
NEXT
COLUMN
SPIRIT OF DEATH
The Spirit of Death has
successfully conquered
killed and destroyed the
old world by fire while
the ghoulish faces and
skeletons of the human
race lay atop the
scotched rubbish of the
defeated old world. Each
panorama scene on this
column is divided by a
band with all-seeing
eyes.

SKULL & BONES: Pillar symbolizing death with
the “wheel within a wheel, full of eyes all
around” from the vision in the beginning of the
book of Ezekiel. A hand is pointing symbolically
[this is our territory] the sleeping giant is the
Christian Church magically put to sleep during the
unfolding of their demonically inspired prophecies
coming to past.

The second tier of the
Death Column reveals
the spiritual Hierarchy
the Horus, son of the Sun
God, Amun Ra reining
over the destruction of
the old world. As the Old
Kingdom theocracy
gained power, early
beliefs were incorporated
with
the
expanding
popularity of Ra and the
Osiris-Horus mythology.
Atum became Ra-Atum,
the rays of the setting
sun. Osiris became the
divine heir to Atum's
power on Earth and
passes
his
divine
authority to his son

Horus.[1] Early Egyptian myths imply the sun is within the lioness, Sekhmet, at night and is
reflected in her eyes; or that it is within the cow, Hathor, during the night, being reborn each
morning as her son (bull). 59
At the top of the hierarchy of the gods sat Zeus, the spiritual father of gods, and man. His wife
was Hera, Queen of Heaven and guardian of the Sanctity of marriage. Associated with them as
the chief divinities of Heaven were Hephaestus, god of fire and the patron of metal workers;
Athena, the virgin goddess of wisdom and war, preeminent as a civic goddess; Apollo, deity of
light, poetry, and music, and his sister Artemis, goddess of wildlife and, later, of the moon; Ares,
god of war, and his consort, Aphrodite, goddess of love; Hermes, the divine messenger, later,
god of the hearth. Around these greater gods and goddesses were grouped a host of lesser deities,
some of whom enjoyed particular distinction in certain localities. Among them were Helios, the
sun; Selene, the moon (antedating Artemis); the attendants of the Olympians, such as the Graces;
the Muses; Iris, goddess of the rainbow; Hebe, goddess of youth and cupbearer of the gods; and
Ganymede, the male counter-part of Hebes. The sea was ruled Poseidon, the worship of whom
was often accompanied by worship of his wife, Amphitrite. In their train were the Nereids,
Tritons, and other minor sea deities. The chief chthonic deities were Hades, ruler of the
underworld, and his wife Persephone, the daughter of Demeter. Demeter herself was usually
accounted an Olympian, but as the bestowal of grain and the knowledge of agriculture, she was
closely connected with the earth. Another Olympian whose tutelary functions were like wise of
an earthly character was Dionysus, god of the grape and wine. He was accompanied by bands of
satyrs, the horse tailed sylvan demigods; Sileni, the plump, bald vintage deities; and maenads,
nymphs who celebrated the orgiastic rights of Dionysus. Also among the more important
divinities of the Greek pantheon were Gaea, the earth mother; Asclepius, the god of healing; and
Pan, the great Arcadian god of flocks, pastures, and forests. 60
Meanwhile, the bottom panel shows a magicians finger pointing to the Sleeping Giant; the
Masonic symbol of the magically induced bewitchment of the Christian Church as totally
defeated laying upon the fiery rubbish of the scorched earth.
High levels of Masonic wizard’s planted and released a massive spell over the earth to subdue
the Sleeping Giant under massive bewitching spirits until the end of the old world structure
ceases.
Who is the Sleeping Giant?
THE SLEEPING GIANT REPRESENTS THE BODY OF THE CHRIST!
The Apostle Paul loudly and clearly sound out the alarm to the Body of Christ today
– (1 Thess. 5:6), says - " . . . let us not sleep, as do others . . . " Rom. 13:11), says - "And that,
knowing the time, that now it is high time to awake out of sleep: for now is
Our salvation nearer than when we believed."
Like the Apostles that were sleeping under the oppressive powers of demons during the great
spiritual battle before Jesus died on the cross, the visible Christian Church is sleeping before the
return of Jesus Christ.61

MAKING/BUILDING
The fresco on the left is said to focus on the theme of “Making/Building“. A sleeping Giant is
buried on the side of the mountain (color orange,) (The Sun rules orange. Orange rules the
creative/and is of the element of fire.) [their sun god has defeated the Christian Church – the
sleeping giant] (In the Bible, mountains are symbolic of kingdoms; the kingdom of Lucifer has
prevailed).Two men are digging in the ground, they are digging up the secret stone of eternal life
- (more about this later). The seven workers hold a shovel straight up. Seven is the number of
completion. Seven contains the number three of the heavens and soul with the number four of the
earth and body. The Pythagoreans called the number seven “the Septad”. The seven colors of the
rainbow. Isaac Newton identified the seven colors of the rainbow as red, orange, yellow, and
green, blue. There are seven notes to the diatonic scale.62 The main figure of the fresco is a
worker holding a shovel, contemplating the work done. Eight symbolizes a new beginning;
abundance and power. One worker holds a pick up.
A red cloud separates the supervisor from the eight; he is holding his gold shovel up, dressed in
two shades of blue. His right arm is bending to his waist which makes a triangle. We see the

colors blue and gold repeatedly in Masonic paraphernalia such as gold
http://www.masonic-lodge-of-education.com/masonic-blue.html#ixzz2qGAjuwpb
The Pythagoreans called the number eight “Ogdoad” and considered it the “little holy number.
The eighth day of the Chinese New Year is the day for the annual gathering of all the gods in
Heaven. The eighth man in his back pocket is a red piece of cloth, a symbolic detail in the
context of this image. There is indeed a great emphasis on the color red in this fresco, which, as
mentioned above, is the also the color associated with the final step of the alchemical Magnum
Opus: Rubedo, the “Red Work”. At a distance, a man is standing with his hands lifted in praise;
another man is sitting in a red boat.
The ultimate goal of alchemy is a process known as the great work, or the magnum opus in
Latin. This involves spiritual transformation, involving the shedding of impurities, the joining of
opposites, and the refinement of materials. Exactly what the end result of this profound
transformation varies from author to author: self-realization, communion with divinity,
fulfillment of purpose, and so forth.
Indeed, part of the transformation may involve better understanding what the end goal even is.
After all, it is accepted that few if any alchemists have ever reached their goal. The pursuit of the
goal is every bit as important as the goal itself. 63
Final step of the alchemical Magnum Opus: Rubedo, the “Red Work”.

(The above illustration is NOT A PART OF THE SERIES OF MURALS) [In occult teachings,
alchemical transformation can happen on numerous levels: a material level, where crude
metals are transmuted to pure gold, but also on a spiritual and philosophical level, where
the profane man becomes a “regenerated man”. In secret-society lore, the entire world is
considered to be the subject of alchemical transformation; it is said to be an imperfect
plane needing to be “transmuted into gold” in order to mirror the heavens, in accordance
with the hermetic axiom “As Above, So Below”. Is a New World Order the “Great Work” of
the occult elite? 64

SLEEPING GIANT MURAL WORKERS DIGGING
The sleeping giant has his arms crossed which indicate it is bound and captured. Death spirits
called Onies are shown in its creases. Another demon with it tongue protruding out reveals
demonic worship.
THE YELLOW AND WHITE NAZI GOLD EAGLE FLAGS AND GOLDEN SHOVELS
Yellow: Androgynous, yellow is the Child, the color of intellect and learning of meditation.
Yellow can give and take, can act immediately or wait according to the circumstances.
Yellow is the color of artistic expression. The nature of yellow is best represented by the
pathway of golden light reflected from the rising Sun on the surface of a tranquil sea.
White: Spiritually white is the color of spiritual radiance that shines forth from the center of
self and from the face of the All. White is clear and transparent, encompassing the attributes
of all colors and none. White is pure and like pure water has no flavor, yet pervades all
things. White is the spirit of the unmanifest that which is everywhere and nowhere
promoting seeing yet it is unseen. Perception of white invokes senses of creation all things
and white returns all things to this state.
White is frequently seen in traditional ritual magic to represent the force of divinity,
unknown or divine intervention and invokes the energy of purity and creation to the
intention of the ritual.
Golden: Change, People carry occult symbols inscribed on pins, crosses and medallions to
help them fare better in life. Successful gamblers employ the use of occult symbols to beat

the house. Could it be that occult symbols have the power to alter fate and enhance your
life?
At www.angelcoin.com, we believe so. After studying occult symbols as diverse as those
found on Buddhist prayer wheels and Chinese gold coins, the occult symbols we discovered
to be the most powerful are those inscribed on the legendary Lucky Angel Coins.
The Lucky Angel Coins' use of occult symbols began in France over 200 years ago when
one of the coins actually saved the life of the Angel Coin's designer, Augustine Dupre. They
have been used as guiding occult symbols ever since.
For instance, Napoleon kept the coin's occult symbols with him. French pilots during WWI
also carried it for protection. And French fisherman would never venture to the sea without
these occult symbols. Hermann Goering, Hitler's evil henchman, feared the power of the
Lucky Angel Coins' occult symbols so much that he buried hundreds of thousands of them
in an undisclosed location, taking these special coins with their occult symbols permanently
out of circulation.
However we now have exact replicas of these remarkable occult symbols. These occult
symbols are so powerful we actually GUARANTEE they will change your life. But first,
you must know the secret behind their power.
White is frequently seen in traditional ritual magic to represent the force of divinity,
unknown or divine intervention and invokes the energy of purity and creation to the
intention of the ritual.
The Orange Sleeping Giant Represents the visible Christian Church. He is sleeping on the side of the
mountain; (the Kingdom of God). His hand is covering half of his eye. The Sleeping Giant has a
subliminal sheep figure etched in the folds of his garment. Orange: The opposite of blue and is the
combination of the energies of yellow and red. Orange is a bold color of material success and worldly
triumph. Orange is victory, a champion. Orange is bold yet not impetuous. By nature orange is pervaded
by positive feelings and good cheer.
The red fez hat is lying on its side with the letters “E Q” (Equinox high day,
An equinox occurs twice a year (around 20 March and 22 September),
when the plane of the Earth's equator passes the center of the Sun) by two
Masonic workers bending over doing the ground-work’ of existence; digging,
looking for the Philosopher's Stone, a magical stone which contain the
secrets of eternal life and turn men into gods. They are searching for the
Philosopher's Stone, a magical stone which contain the secrets of eternal
life; the wizard’s sorcery can draw an elixir of life can be extracted; the
Masonic alchemist the ability to transform base metals into the noble metals
(gold or silver); and development of an elixir of life, which would confer
youth and longevity.
Alchemy differs significantly from modern science in its inclusion of Hermetic principles and practices
related to mythology, magic, religion, and spirituality. It is recognized as a protoscience that contributed
to the development of modern chemistry and medicine. Alchemists developed a structure of basic

laboratory techniques, theory, terminology, and experimental method, some of which is still in use today.
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The workers that are digging beneath the ground represent Masonic Master Builders who
are searching for the magical Philosopher's stone for the secret of eternal life. (Secret of living
forever in flesh body on earth). One worker is dressed in black with a black hat (satanic
priest craft wizardry colors) while the other worker has on a white hat, red shirt (red is fire
the red is Satan, (red, creating magickal energy for black magick) and black pants (black magic) The
other digger is wearing a white hat (White is frequently seen in traditional ritual magic to
represent the force of divinity, unknown or divine intervention and invokes the energy of
purity and creation to the intention of the ritual); a green shirt (Good for beginnings and
growth. Venus rules green- Abundance, fertility, success, general good luck, harmony,
immortality, generosity, material gain, renewal, marriage, balance and healing,) and blue
pants; (occult power and expansion. Jupiter rules royal blue) [Masonic colors]
(THE MASONIC GREAT WORK OR MAGNUM OPUS) and shows even more 'evils of
Freemasonry points to the red fez worn by North American Masons who are members of the
Shrine. Because of their choice of headgear, Shriners are supposedly 'worshipping Satan’; also
work of completion happens in U.S.
Where does this charge originate? Anti-Masons have fabricated a story that in the 8th century,
Muslim hoards overran the city of Fez in Morocco and butchered 50,000 Christians - and that the
streets ran red with blood. The claim further states that the murderers dipped their caps in the
blood to honor Allah and that the blood-stained caps were called 'fezzes' and became idols
dedicated to Satan.66
THE YOUNG KING AMIDST MASONIC SYMBOLIC IMAGINRY
The German boy shown in the American Bank fresco is the same blond-blue-eyed- boy as shown
in Denver murals; he is standing on red and white squares signifying Conquering Communism;
the Masonic Third Degree Ritual, “The checkered square pavement is a magical floor for the
High Priest to stand upon when is doing his magical rituals and talking to the spirits. “Now it is
not merely the Jewish High Priest of centuries ago that is referred to here, but also each
individual member of the Craft.
For every Mason is intended to be the High Priest of his own personal temple and to make of it a
place where he and Deity may meet by the mere fact of being in this dualistic world every living
being. Whether a Mason or not, walks upon the square pavement of mingled good and evil in
every action of his life, so that the floor-cloth is the symbol of an elementary philosophical truth
common to us all. But, for us, the words “walk upon” imply much more than that. They mean
that he who aspires to be master of his fate and captain of his soul must walk upon these
opposites in the sense of transcending and dominating them, of trampling upon his lower sensual
nature and keeping it beneath his feet in subjection and control. He must become able to rise
above the motley of good and evil, to be superior and indifferent to the ups and downs of fortune,
the attractions and fears governing ordinary men and swaying their thoughts and actions this way
or that. His object is the development of his innate spiritual potencies, and it is impossible that
these should develop so long as he is over-ruled by his material tendencies and the fluctuating
emotions of pleasure and pain that they give birth to. It is by rising superior to these and attaining
serenity and mental equilibrium under any circumstances in which for the moment he may be

placed, that a Mason truly “walks upon” ‘the chequered ground-work’ of existence and the
conflicting tendencies of his more material nature.” 6 Some claim that the mosaic pavement
serves as a “magical circle” to be used in inter-dimensional travel and communication; A
checkerboard pattern leading to Dr. Parnassus’ “magic mirror”, a gateway to the spiritual plane
The deeper meaning of the mosaic is therefore said to transcend the limits of the material realm.
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Colors have many meanings and properties in witchcraft; each color with its own symbolization
and connection to other events and happenings in our daily lives. The murals are has code/cypher
a secret method of writing, as by code or writing done by such a method; a coded message. 69

THE SUN KING ARRIVES AT HIS TEMPLE
Babylonian messiah figure (anti-Christ) in his temple is STANDING ON RED AND BLACK TILES ~MAGICAL POWERS

The black steps (Color. Black absorbs, conceals, and creates confusion and chaos, new
beginnings, knowledge of hidden things, the container of light, one of the most powerful; use of
black for self-control, endurance, and patience. Black is also a good color to use to bring discord
and confusion to enemies. It can be used also for protection, binding negative forces, breaking up
obstacles and blocks, reversing and breaking up negative thought forms. Best when applied to
others.) at the edge of the mural, left side signifies the building of the New Tower of Babel to
reach the gods of the stars, black sun god.
The color of the background of the mural is golden (Gold is one of the most powerful of the
colors. Satan has a golden aura. Gold is the color of the Sun, and is of the element of fire. In

Satanic alchemy, gold represents the perfection of the soul. Both the colors gold and white-gold
are seen all over in the Ancient Egyptian hieroglyphs, in the temples and pyramids. Gold is the
color of riches and power.)
The brown stairs represent the earth whose foundation is being built on the powers of satanic
worship.
The woman with a halo surrounds her head (symbolic of a new birth) caged in an invisible
square cube (death cube) is a puppet to the New World that is being manipulated by the puppet
masters; she wears a gold dress (In Satanic alchemy, gold represents the perfection of the soul.)
and the invisible square cube is sitting on a dark green carpet (Gaia their green agenda was the
great mother of all: the primal Greek Mother Goddess; creator and giver of birth to
the Earth and all the Universe; the heavenly gods,) she is wearing a black top (worship the gods
of the stars, black sun god) and a brown skirt (represent the earth whose foundation is being
built on the powers of satanic worship). She faces a golden capped pyramid which is half
golden (In Satanic alchemy, gold represents the perfection of the soul) and half gray (Death);
The Pyramid holds the Keys of world Governance. The girl in the mural has black hair and is
wearing a black dress, her skirt is gold and she has her back turned from the German boy. She is
worshipping the Pyramid Kalabsha: Nubian god Mandulis, Temple Karnak, god Amon Fertility;
the Sun god Ra, Isis, Osiris, and Anubis. The girl is lifted off the ground in the satanic ecstasy. A
man is sitting on gray ground. His hands are praying; his hat is red, red shirt (red, creating
magickal energy for black magick,) and blue pants; (occult power and expansion. Jupiter
rules royal blue) sitting by the burning tree (His legs are arched making the top angle of a
triangle). (The Mine craft Burning Tree Secret Door! A tree is set on fire, as the tree burns, a piston
door opens (metal door)!) After the tree has burned to the ground, (no Redstone or any pistons
are visible!) Redstone is used for crafting and brewing, and can be placed on the ground as
Redstone dust – a flat transparent block which can transmit Redstone power. The Golden
Pyramid represents the Order of the Golden Dawn and Combinations of the Squares of the
Tablets. They are the Sphynx and the Pyramid of Egypt; that is, the combination of the Kerubs
being the Sphynx; the combination of the Elements being the Pyramid.
THE BLACK SUN
And there are also six staircases and a yellow brick road…70 cob’s ladder and a black sun.

On the left of the image are stairs, apparently leading to the heavens, a classic symbol

representing the path to illumination: Illuminati through the mysteries of Masonry. 71
Notice the Black Sun behind the German Boy. The term Black Sun (German Schwarze Sonne),
also referred to as the Sonnenrad (the German for "Sun Wheel"), is a symbol of esoteric and
occult significance. Has enslaved sun- worshipping woman in an invisible box. Satan’s hatred
for women this is a triumphant victory he has conquered the women’s Spirit and gages her in the
paranormal spiritual box of Sun worship, thus nullifying, he believes, the Scripture which says in
(Gen. 3:15), “And I will put enmity between thee and the woman, and between thy seed and her
seed; it shall bruise thy head, and thou shalt bruise his heel.” (Satan is too late with this stupid
plan … the birth of Jesus fulfilled this Scripture)!
The pyramid is capped indicating the New World Plan has been completed. The corner at the
bottom of the page shows a blond woman with a banker that is giving a witchcraft hand sign,
which means, “this is our territory”. The blond woman [looks like Hillary Clinton] is evidently a
Jezebel prophetess (her hand is in the form of a snake that is speaking to the man (banker); a
black man the black man has his hand on the banker’s shoulder and his hand turns into a black
snake; perhaps [President Obama]?” His mission is successful. He has been extremely successful
by leading America away from Christianity to the pathway of worshipping strange gods and
following demons of sinful destruction. Also, he destroyed the U. S. Constitution.
THE GREAT WORK OR MAGNUM OPUS
WHITE~ BLACK ~ RED

People who are spiritually asleep generally have certain features about them. Some of them are
as follows: They are - .secure, careless, and unconcerned about their souls . . . negligent of their
duties like prayer, Bible Study, fellowship with other believers, and witnessing . . . regardless of
their spiritual enemies or the warfare in which they are engaged... .Given to a carnal security and
sinful indulgences.... stupefied and blinded by besetting sins, .living as though there is no
tomorrow or an eternity awaiting them when they leave this world, .willingly ignorant of God's
Word and His Will for their lives. Unteachable spirit and avoid any serious means of instruction.
generally intemperate and excessive. Corrupt in their morals, insensible to spiritual things,
lukewarm in their love for the Lord and His kingdom work. ...given over to the lusts of their own
flesh such as "chambering," "strife and envying," "surfeiting"....unresolved in their convictions
and unstable and unsteady in their purposes ...constantly in warfare in their souls as to whom
they should serve - God or the world, their own Selves, and sin.
They have a divided heart between God and this world . . . fear God - yet have hearts that are
filled with the idols of this world . . . Like Ephraim, they have mixed with the people of this
world, learned their works, lost their spiritual identity by becoming conformed to this world and
its ways, and adhered to the counsel of the ungodly rather than the Word of God . . . have
"itching ears" which are constantly looking for teaching and preaching that will gratify the lusts
of their own flesh and satiate their endless curiosity or desire for variety . . . avoid any kind of
teaching or preaching that calls for holiness of living or the crucifixion of their flesh . . . and have
turned away their ears from the plain and solid Truth. 72
“The earth also is defiled under the inhabitants thereof; because they have transgressed the
laws, changed the ordinance, broken the everlasting covenant. 6 Therefore hath the curse
devoured the earth, and they that dwell therein are desolate: therefore the inhabitants of the

earth are burned, and few men left. 7 The new wine mourned, the vine languisheth, and all the
merry hearted do sigh. 8 The mirth of tabrets ceaseth, the noise of them that rejoice endeth, the
joy of the harp ceaseth. 9 They shall not drink wine with a song; strong drink shall be bitter to
them that drink it. 10 The city of confusion is broken down: every house is shut up, that no man
may come in. 11 There is a crying for wine in the streets; all joy is darkened, the mirth of the
land is gone.12 In the city is left desolation, and the gate is smitten with destruction,” (Isa. 24:512).

FALSE PROPHET?

“[And he had power to give
life unto the image of the
beast that the image of the
beast should both speak,”
(description of a puppeteer
master manipulating a
puppet) “and because that as
many as would not worship
the image of the beast should
be killed],” (Rev. 13:15).

“Thou shalt have no other
gods before me. 4 Thou
shalt not make unto thee
any graven image, or any
likeness of anything that is
in heaven above, or that is
in the earth beneath, or that
is in the water under the
earth: 5 Thou shalt not bow
down thyself to them, nor serve them: for I the Lord thy God am a jealous God, visiting the
iniquity of the fathers upon the children unto the third and fourth generation of them that
hate me; 6 And shewing mercy unto thousands of them that love me, and keep my
commandments,” (Exod. 20: 3-6).
Observe the Brahmins, by repeating incantations, profess to give eyes and a soul to an
image recently made, before it is worshipped; afterward, being supposed to be the
residence of the god or goddess it represents, it has a legal right to worship.
On this verse the learned professor observes: "The influence of the two-horned beast, or
corrupted clergy, is further seen in persuading and inducing mankind to make an image to
the beast which had the wound by a sword, and did live. 73
In pictures, Obama appears to have a long scar which goes up the side of his head and over his
crown.
These two beasts are spiritual beings that will possess two different humans-like people
chosen by the Devil that will be used to bring the entire world under his dominion.

The 2nd beast has commerce, worldly physical authority and religious paranormal
powers. (Rev 13:13-18, “And he doeth great wonders, so that he maketh fire come down
from heaven on the earth in the sight of men, (Satan gives the man (the false prophet)
supernatural power like God gave Elijah supernatural power) 14 And deceiveth them
(spiritually blinds them) that dwell on the earth by the means of those miracles (done by
the power of Satan) which he had power to do in the sight of the beast;(the second beast
watches over the work of the false prophet) saying to them that dwell on the earth, that
they should make an image to the beast, which had the wound by a sword, and did live.( 2nd
beast directs worship to the image of the beast) 15 And he had power to give life unto the
image of the beast, that the image of the beast should both speak, and cause that as many
as would not worship the image of the beast should be killed. 16 And he causeth all, both
small and great, rich and poor, free and bond, to receive a mark in their right hand, or in
their foreheads: (2nd beast has power over the world’s resources) 17 And that no man
might buy or sell, save he that had the mark, or the name of the beast, or the number of his
name. (2nd beast treats humans like animals and marks them as slaves) 18 Here is wisdom.
Let him that hath understanding count the number of the beast: for it is the number of a
man; and his number is Six hundred threescore and six (666).”
Dwag Khul, an Ascended Master, channeled through New Age Prophetess Alice Bailey," when
the Great One appears, he will take the mysteries religion preserved by Freemasonry and make
them public." The highest degree in freemasonry 33 brings one to the illumination realization
that Lucifer is actually god the one who brings light and Adonai the God of the bible is not the
true God. 74
TEMPLE OF UNDERSTANDING
St. John the Divine is the headquarters of the Temple of Understanding, an interfaith effort to
steer away people from traditional religions to a hybrid kind of spirituality based on New Age
philosophies, Neo-Paganism and a mix of organized religions’ traditions. The “friends” who
have assisted the founder Juliet Hollister include John D. Rockefeller II, the XIV Dalai Lama,
Pope John XXIII, Eleanor Roosevelt, UN Secretary-General U Thant, International Planned
Parenthood and the Jewish Theological Seminary. Jean Houston, a New Age guru and supporter
of the Temple of Understanding wrote in her book “Trojan Horse”: 75
“The Temple’s purpose is to facilitate the one world religion, through the promoting both the
acceptance and the embrace of all religions, beliefs and rituals. The Temple of Understanding’s
Meditation Room was to be known as the “Hall of Illumination”‘ where the Illuminati, Masters
of Wisdom, Our Leaders of the Temple of Understanding will train the public in the new
humanistic cult…to create a new type of mystic.” 76
The St. John the Divine Cathedral acts as a nervous center for the spiritual side of the global
shift. Through numerous forums and UN summits, the Temple of Understanding reunites leaders
from all major religions to devise a universal message. This message will later be communicated
to the masses through local religious networks. In a slow yet steady manner, all religious faiths
are leaning towards the same sets of values and will eventually converge into humanism.77
The Eye of Horus Column St. Johns Divine

The Lord Jesus told us in (Matt. 10:22), "And ye shall be hated of all men for My name's sake:
but he that endureth to the end shall be saved." And then in (Matt. 6:33), He said, "But seek ye
first the kingdom of God and His righteousness . . ." My advice is seek Jesus while He can still

NEW WORLD ORDER SYMBOLISM
The statue of Horus is dressed in a druid priest hooded robe is standing next a column where two
hands making the symbol 666, holding the all Seeing Eye triangle which is the foundation of the
building. The Tree of Life is also uncharacteristic for a Cathedral. He is one-eyed (see the Eye of
Horus) and wears a huge clear quartz amulet which is said to have magical and metaphysical
properties.
His index finger pointing with thumb crossed over bent fingers is black and white magic…
this index finger is also blown up with a gray. Black - binding, defense by repelling dark magick,
reversing spells and thought forms into positive power, general defense, pessimism, feeling bound,
reversing, uncrossing, binding negative forces, discord, protection, releasing, grounding, focusing,
calming, shape shifting, steadying on a physical plain, opens energy channels from feet, cold, solidity,
sleep, rest, coolness, Center Earth, bottoms of feet.
Grey - same as black, but not as extreme, opens energy channels down legs to earth, slightly less solidity
than black and more movement, Middle Earth, lower leg.

HORUS SON OSIRIS
Horus is the son of Osiris and nephew to Set. After Set murdered Osiris, Horus and
his mother Isis set to work putting the dismembered Osiris back together and reviving
him as lord of the underworld. According to one story, Horus sacrificed one of his own
eyes for Osiris. In another story, Horus loses his eye in a subsequent battle with Set. As
such, the symbol is connected with healing and restoration (god of the New World
Order.

be found. Turn away from men and women that are calling you to follow new strange doctrines.
Repent from your idolatry of spiritual dependence upon people and seek a personal relationship
with Jesus. He’s coming soon; will He find you waiting for Him or will he find you waiting on
pompous men and women selling you the lies of a new gospel, another Jesus by another spirit?
“Except those days should be shortened, there should no flesh be saved: but for the elect’s sake
those days shall be shortened. Then if any shall say unto you, Lo, here is Christ, or there; believe
it not; For there shall arise false Christ’s, and false prophets and shall shew great signs and
wonders; insomuch that if it were possible, they shall deceive the very elect. Behold I have told
you before. Wherefore if they shall say unto you, Behold, he is in the desert; go not forth:
Behold, he is in the secret chambers, believe it not. For as the lightning cometh out of the east,
and shineth even unto the west; so shall also the coming of the Son of man be,” (Matt. 24: 2227).
These articles concern the New World Order’s plans to place their Antichrist candidate upon the
throne to rule the world. I simply looked into their testimonies through their crafted murals and
stone carvings and discerned their intentions. I am not an occultist. I am a born again Christian
and believe that these articles will reveal how close we are to the return appearance of our Lord,
Jesus Christ. Get ready! Jesus Christ is coming very soon!
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